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SUMMARY

In this experimental research, the signals used to perform Finite Impulse

Response image filtering are altered with Error Spectrum Shaping (ESS) so as to

preclude corruption by circuit imperfections, in contrast to modifying the circuits to meet

some improved level of performance.  In using this technique, the representational noise

caused by the circuit’s resolution inaccuracy is pushed into an unused portion of the

signal band, permitting the in-band portion of the signal to be more effectively captured

and carried by the noisy analog channels.  The suitability of ESS as a method for averting

the detrimental effects of the error types inherent in analog array computations is

established, with in-band noise reduction through ESS demonstrated for both binary

quantization noise and random Gaussian errors.  The design, fabrication, and testing of

specific CMOS VLSI image convolution circuits are described, and the measured data

collected from these circuits is used to model their behavior.  The behavioral models are

then used in convolution simulations of Nyquist, oversampled, and 1st order and 2nd order

noise shaped images of varying resolutions and the SNR improvements quantified.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Most electronic signal sensing and processing systems attempt to maintain a high

Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) throughout their internal data paths, and this dictates that the

circuits operating on these signals then similarly maintain high levels of precision,

functional performance, and integrity.  For many systems, this typically involves raising

circuit performance to the level of sustaining the signal content, in contrast to

subordinating the signals’ traits to fit those of the components.  Efforts toward this end

can be expensive and generally produce designs that are catastrophically intolerant of

even a single element’s immoderate variance.

A different approach is through the adroit manipulation of signal data and noise,

where better matching of signals with device characteristics greatly simplifies hardware

complexity.  Switching power supplies, for instance, are made smaller and cheaper and

produce cleaner output than do their bulky predecessors: rather than wrestle directly with

supply line noise as do linear power supplies, they spectrally shift it off to where it’s

easily dissipated.  Similarly, Sigma Delta (Σ∆) Analog to Digital Converters (ADC)

channel both quantization noise and aliasable input elements into a specially fashioned

disposal region of the spectrum, consequently reducing the obligations on a substantial
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portion of their analog sections [1].  Further, the out-of-band noise energy is leveraged

into a considerably reduced output SNR (typically carried by as low as a single bit), while

concurrently preserving the in-band SNR at substantial levels (e.g., Texas Instrument’s

24-bit ADS1240 [2]).

In this research, the signals used to perform Finite Impulse Response (FIR) image

filtering will be altered so as to preclude corruption by circuit imperfections, rather than

the circuits modified to meet some improved performance level.  The signal alterations

occur out of band, leaving the information content unaffected.  Similar to the trade-off

between software and hardware complexity in digital computer architectures, this

approach permits the utilization of simple but inaccurate circuits that would otherwise be

rejected from consideration.

Goals & Motivation

The objective of this research is to develop and demonstrate a mixed-signal

CMOS VLSI circuit design for performing general image convolutions using Error

Spectrum Shaping (ESS), and the original contribution of this research is in applying ESS

as a mechanism for reducing computational error in analog image convolutions.  Rather

than concentrate on schemes that require the accurate manipulation of high SNR signals

with precision components and necessarily complex circuits, the inherent challenge here

is to utilize signal representations and manipulations that are not unduly corrupted by the

intrinsically poor device characteristics that typically accompany the simplest of VLSI

circuits and minimum geometry components.
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Convolutions are a fundamental signal processing step; they’re routinely found in

both man-made and biological signal processing systems, and are a necessary progenitor

to performing many of the complex tasks that are involved in image processing and

vision (object recognition, range finding, motion flow, etc.) [3].  An image convolution is

a filtering step: an image is input and a computed image is output, with each sample of

the output image calculated by individually weighting and then constructively and/or

destructively summing the samples from some neighborhood of the input image (Figure

1-1).

Figure 1-1: Discrete image convolution

y[n, m] = ∑ x[n-k, m-l]h[k, l]
k,l

y

x

h
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Unlike their CCD predecessors, CMOS imagers can incorporate signal processing

circuitry on the same die with the photodetectors, making cameras or imaging systems on

a chip possible.  Convolutions are going to be one of the operations that such systems

must perform, making the development of CMOS VLSI convolution architectures an

elemental precursor to the construction of more complex imaging and vision systems.

Use of a mixed-signal approach allows incorporating the best features of both

analog and digital circuits in such systems.  Specifically, analog computation circuits are

much faster and significantly smaller than their digital counter-parts, and digitally

represented signals can be stored and transported with out degradation.  However, analog

computations can be expected to include uncontrollably variable offset, gain, and non-

linearity.  In an image convolution, such errors would be manifest as spatial noise and so

would be subject to spatial manipulations.

ESS is a spatial processing mechanism that dissipates this kind of representational

error, making it possible to trade-off enough circuit complexity for signal complexity that

small, non-ideal analog CMOS VLSI circuits can perform image convolutions with

sufficient accuracy to be useful.

Research Overview

In short, a discrete image filter has been constructed with simple but imprecise

circuits.  Rather than attempt to improve the hardware and merely use the set of

convolution coefficients and image sample values that lie nearest those that are ideal,

ESS has been used to select another set of comparably imprecise coefficients and image
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samples, but coefficient/data sets that in particular have spectral characteristics such that

the errors they necessarily generate lie outside of the signal band.

Figure 1-2: Spatial noise model of a current-mode analog convolution

Referring to Figure 1-1, a convolution consists of many multiplications and a

summation.  Salient features of the particular current-mode convolution architecture

that’s used in this research are diagramed in the spatial noise model of Figure 1-2; full

details and elaboration follow in subsequent chapters.  Since the current-mode summation

can be performed virtually without error using only wires and a node, the quality of the

multipliers sets the performance of the operation.  Various error sources corrupt the

ew

Weight

ed

Data

em

Σ
From Other
Multipliers

Analog Multiplier
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multipliers’ result: ew and ed, both of which contain quantization noise and random spatial

error, and em, which in an aggregate sense (i.e., measured from multiplier to multiplier)

consists of only random error.

The fundamental assumption made here is that the quantization noises and ew’s

random error component can be attenuated with ESS and that the effects of the remaining

error sources are subject to noise reduction with oversampling.  To evaluate this

hypothesis, simple 1st and 2nd order ESS algorithms have been selected, and then step-

wise following the signal flow in Figure 1-2, their performance sequentially quantified

against the error sources and their increasingly combined effects.

First, ESS’s in-band attenuation of both quantization noise and random Gaussian

error was evaluated (i.e., its effect on models of ew, ed, and em).  Second, convolutions of

images corrupted by quantization and random Gaussian error were performed and

measured with and without ESS (i.e., its effect on the overall system model, short em).

Lastly, convolutions of ESS images and kernels using actual circuit measurements were

performed; note that this final test supercedes the convolution model in Figure 1-2 in that

it includes the effects of any unmodeled error sources, operations, or relationships.

To obtain the circuit data, CMOS circuits that perform the multiplier’s function

have been designed and constructed, and measurements made of their performance to

quantify the effects of the noise sources.  Lastly, an analysis of image convolutions

performed using the circuits’ data establishes that ESS is successful at reducing the

computational error in analog CMOS VLSI image computations.
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Thesis Organization

The remainder of this thesis explores the use of ESS as a method for improving

the results of image convolutions performed with analog circuit arrays.

Chapter 2 provides a brief review of both the various issues involved and previous

work done in this area, and discusses the fundamental concepts supporting and involved

in ESS.  Chapters 3 and 4 establish the suitability of ESS as a solution to the problem of

mismatch noise in analog array computations and demonstrate its application in images

(chapter 4) and convolutions (chapter 4).  Chapter 5 details the design and construction of

a mixed-signal CMOS VLSI circuit for performing multi-dimensional convolutions, with

its test and measurement then described in chapter 6.  Chapter 7 analyzes the recorded

circuit data and includes a quantitative evaluation of employing a simple 1st order ESS

algorithm with convolution simulations of the circuits.  Chapter 8 summarizes the

conclusions reached and outlines potential avenues for future study.

Two appendices follow, with the first detailing the software written to create

many of the analysis tools and simulations.  The second appendix contains the raw data

collected from the circuits that was subsequently used in the analysis.
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CHAPTER II

BACKGROUND

The sections of this chapter either outline current issues surrounding analog image

convolution hardware (commercial CMOS imagers, analog research ICs, and mismatch

sources) or the theoretical aspects of the methodology utilized in this research

(oversampling, ESS, representational error in discrete filters).

State of the Art

CMOS Imagers

MOS photo diode arrays date back to 1967; CCDs were invented in 1970 [4], and

because of their greater SNR quickly eclipsed CMOS as the solid state imaging devices

of choice.  Over the last two decades, however, there have been some substantial

advancements in lowering the noise floor of CMOS imagers, and CMOS image sensors

are expected to outsell all other imaging ICs by 2004 (reaching 50.8% of all units

shipped; up from 7.2% in 1999 [5]).  Among their relative advantages to CCDs are non-

destructive readout, random pixel access, low power, and radiation hardness.  Perhaps

their greatest advantages are that they can potentially incorporate the full spectrum of

CMOS circuitry on the same die, theoretically permitting one-chip cameras or systems,
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and that they can be inexpensively produced on the same standard CMOS fabrication

lines as high volume digital ICs [6].  Unfortunately, chief among their disadvantages

remains a generally lower SNR than CCDs [7].

Virtually all commercial CMOS imagers today employ some degree of analog

pre-processing to improve their per-pixel SNR, but it is wholly confined to noise

reduction on a per-sample basis (in contrast to a multi-pixel, spectral approach as used in

this research).  The original ‘Passive Pixel’ arrays suffered from appreciable kTC noise

attributable to the large capacitance on the arrays’ output busses.  To overcome this, local

amplifiers are used at each pixel; this architecture is generally referred to as Active Pixel

Sensors (APS).  APS lowers the noise floor to the die-wide variations in the amplifiers’

characteristics.  Since this error is constant in both time and space, it is called Fixed

Pattern Noise (FPN).  As a measurable constant, the universal approach to dealing with it

is to simply measure it and then point-wise subtract it off on a frame-by-frame basis, with

the methods for doing so varying substantially in both complexity and effectiveness.

FPN is distinct from Photo Response Non-Uniformity (PRNU), which is instead

attributed to the die-wide variance of the pixels’ Ceff [8, pp 122]. Note that excepting area

and thickness, the photon-induced charge that is collected is not heavily dependent on the

parameters of the photodetector, which primarily serves to just sweep-up the electrons

that are generated.

FPN due to the die-wide variation in MOS device characteristics is presently the

predominate factor among the noise sources in APS designs [9].  Double Sampling (DS)

is used to subtract off the per-pixel amplifier offset. Correlated Double Sampling (CDS)
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additionally removes the kTC noise of the pixels’ effective capacitance; CDS is widely

employed and typically provides around 3 dB of noise attenuation [4].  Active Column

Sensors (ACS) yet additionally remove the local amplifiers’ gain mismatch [10].  In

addition to these generally analog, on-chip methods, numerous digital and off-chip

schemes also exit; see [4] or [8] for a comprehensive review.

Such noise reduction efforts constitute the extent of signal processing that current

commercial CMOS imagers integrate on-die with the photodetectors.  Being point-wise

processes, they hardly qualify as ‘image processing’ and are substantially less

computationally complex than a convolution.

Commercial CMOS imagers today take little advantage of their opportunity to

incorporate image processing circuits.  Still mimicking CCDs, all of them rectangularly

sample the incident image, and the progress towards their rapid and quite substantial

improvements of late has been exclusively in increasing either spatial or intensity

resolution.  Present state of the art is Foveon’s prototype 16.8 M pixel (4K x 4K) CMOS

imager manufactured by National Semiconductor Corporation in a 0.18 µm analog

process; in the parlance of photographers, its intensity resolution is given as, “10 Stops

(Preliminary)” [11].

Analog-Computation Convolutions in CMOS Research ICs

Though only having recently reached the spatial resolutions that attract quantity

sales and hence commercial-quality designs, CMOS imagers have been popular within

the research community for decades.  Numerous analog convolution architectures have
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been constructed in both CCD and CMOS VLSI processes.  In general, what prevents all

of these devices from performing general image filtering tasks is that either there is

inadequate control over their convolution kernel coefficients, the spatial support of their

convolution kernels is far too small to affect any but the very highest image frequencies,

or practicality issues (such as throughput) prevent their general application.  Just as with

the commercial architectures, the authors routinely report device mismatch as their

greatest source of computational error.  For the purposes of this thesis, the term FPN will

be extended to describe any such mismatch error in analog array processors.

Various imagers/processors that smooth or band-pass the incident image via an

assortment of passive, active, and non-linear resistive networks have been constructed:

Mahowald and Mead [12, 13], Blair and Koch [14], Andreou & Boahen [15], Kobayashi

et al [16], Harris et al [17].  While all of these networks are scalable, and smoothing is an

incidence of a convolution, the utility of this particular filtering operation is extremely

limited, its range and specific characteristics are somewhat difficult to control, and it is

not extensible to general convolutions.

Chong et al [18] use current mirrors to perform a 3 x 3 DOG/LoG

(Difference/Laplacian of Gaussians) convolution, and Ward & Syrzycki [19] have used

current mirrors to convolve an incident image with a 3 x 3 Sobel kernel [20].  The kernel

size is too small to support filters beyond the very highest image frequencies, and isn’t

well scalable to either general convolution coefficients or easily scalable to larger

kernels.  Nilson [21] comparably uses Gilbert multipliers to provide and transmit

convolution kernel weights.  While all of the weights in this filter are negative, the
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scheme could be extended to include positive coefficients.  Again, kernel expansion is

limited.

Allen and Mead [22] row-wise shift the incident image into a pipeline that buffers

the previous two rows.  Per-column cells convolve the 3-row sub-image with the three

hexagonal equivalents of Prewitt’s directional gradients [20] using current mirrors, with

the results assembled off-chip.  Though less so than in fully parallel implementations,

spatial support and kernel coefficients are very limited.

Variable photodetector response has been used to scale the pixel value [23].  This

method permits only a single multiplication per pixel and so can only compute one

convolution output sample at a time, though it has image-wide spatial support.

While they don’t include a convolution or any other image processing, Fowler’s

[24] and Yang’s [25] 1-bit Σ∆ ADC per-pixel designs deserve mention here because of

their utilization of noise shaping.  Note that still images would violate the statistical

‘busyness’ requirement for signals sampled by Σ∆ ADCs, and Fowler reports requiring

nearly 60 bits to reach 50 dB of SNR.  The massive increase in bits, low fill-factor, and

clock noise detract from this design.  Image processing of the resultant images would be

difficult with so much of the data folded into the temporal dimension.

Sources of MOS Mismatch

Excluding systemic mismatch (i.e., design inherent differences, which can

generally be eliminated by matching geometry and orientation), MOS device mismatch is

attributable to three statistically manifest causes: electrical effects (e.g., trapped surface
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charges), geometrical variation (e.g., optical interference effects during masking), and

metallurgical variation (e.g., doping) [26].  From a circuit design perspective, these are

typically exhibited as variations in threshold voltage and will impose a potentially non-

linear noise component on any operation involved.

Unlike temporal noise sources (e.g., thermal noise in a resistor or capacitor, or

photon noise in an image), FPN from device mismatch in analog array processors

remains a constant in time and instead typically expresses itself as the same spatial noise

repeatedly imposed on the results of spatial computations performed across these arrays.

Also note that while most temporal noise sources involve fundamental resolution limits

set by physical mechanisms and their attendant laws, spatial noise has no such

fundamental physical limitation.

Depending on their combined effect and the circuit’s specific operation, FPN

from statistical mismatch mechanisms can be prone to manipulation and in-band

reduction with oversampling and ESS, as detailed in the following sections and

demonstrated in chapters 3 and 4.  Mismatch noise components that are not suitable to

such management could possibly be made so with dithering, as through crafted geometric

deviations during layout, etc.

Methology Issues

Oversampling

Images are finite arrays of sample values; misrepresenting these values is

comparable to having added a noise component.  The classic work on noisy sampling is
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Bennett’s 1948 paper on the effects of binary quantization, where it is shown that under

certain conditions (statistical constraints that match the signal’s information content to

the sampling process), that the in-band quantization noise energy will drop by 3 dB for

each doubling of its sampling rate [27].

The root of this behavior is that the quantization noise energy is solely a function

of signal variance (which in binary quantization is set by the step size), and that it

remains a fixed quantity regardless of the sampling rate.  As illustrated in Figure 2-1, this

noise energy evenly spreads to fill the available spectrum, hence its reduction by half

(i.e., 3 dB) for each doubling of the sampling rate.

Bennett’s analysis of quantization noise states that its samples are expected to be

uniformly distributed across the quantization step size (which directly leads to the

observation that the total noise energy is fixed regardless of sampling rate).  However, the

formula for Power Spectrum Density,

P(ejω) = Σk rx(k)e-jkω    ,  -∞ < k < ∞

where rx(k) is the autocorrelation function, will similarly reduce to a constant for any zero

mean, wide sense stationary process with an autocovariance function that is zero for all

k ≠ 0 (i.e., one that has no correlation from sample to sample),

rx(k) = σ2δ(k)  →   P(ejω) = σ2
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Figure 2-1: In-band noise reduction of oversampled signals
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So, any white noise source can be substituted for quantization noise in Bennett’s

analysis and the results will still be the same (i.e., all of the noise energy will fold into the

available bandwidth, and each doubling of the bandwidth will only require half the

degree of folding).  Nothing precludes analog noise sources as a class from meeting this

condition (in fact, binary quantization noise is itself a discrete analog signal).

For multidimensional signals such as images, 3 dB of representational noise

reduction can be expected from the independent doubling of each dimension’s sampling

rate.

What ultimately occurs in the newly created ‘disposal’ band is largely immaterial

as long as it doesn’t later get aliased back into the signal band – the critical point is that

the in-band data is ever better captured as the sampling frequency increases.  As in Σ∆

ADCs, the disposal band and its contents can be eliminated later with a Low Pass Filter

(LPF), though the loss of noise energy will obviously then necessitate more accurately

representing the samples to preserve the in-band SNR.  In that sense, this process is

reversible: more samples at less resolution each is information-load equivalent to fewer

samples at a greater resolution each.

Error Spectrum Shaping

Mere oversampling for representational (e.g., quantization) noise reduction

inefficiently utilizes the additional bandwidth that it creates.  Error Spectrum Shaping

actively displaces noise energy from out of the signal band [28] (Figure 2-2), and is a
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generalization of the mechanism employed by Σ∆ ADCs to push the quantization noise

energy into the higher frequencies that are provided by oversampling [1].

The basic concept and mechanism in ESS is very simple, and actually quite

widely employed even outside of traditional signal processing circles.  The signal flow

diagram in Figure 2-3 is similar to the one that appears in Cutler’s 1954 patent filing [29]

on noise shaping quantization, where f(z) is just a sample unit delay.  Referring to this

figure, note that the representational error, e, is fed back through a filter, f(z), and then

added to the next sample in the input sequence.  As long as the error can be accurately

measured, the output sequence will eventually correct for it.

Note that in a noisy sampling process, like simple binary quantization (Figure 2-

4), the information lost in being overwritten by the noise process is unrecoverable.  In

ESS, this otherwise lost sample-wise information is instead transformed into the spatial

domain.  If in making this transformation it doesn’t interfere with information already

contained in the signal, then it is both accurately captured and recoverable.

ESS has been used in digital filters to shape the quantization noise produced by

round-off error (for example, at the output of a digital multiplication).  Mullis and

Roberts point out that digital filters implementing optimal ESS are hardware-equivalent

to extended precision arithmetic and so provide no architectural advantage [30].  Analog

circuits lack the option of extending precession through additional registers though, and

so it remains an attractive option for this research.
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Figure 2-2: Error spectrum shaping
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Figure 2-3: Error spectrum shaping flow diagram

Figure 2-4: Noisy sampling process model (e.g., simple binary quantization)
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Error Diffusion Halftoning

A specific example of where ESS is utilized in image processing is in the class of

half-toning algorithms called ‘Error Diffusion’ where printing’s pixelation noise is

pushed into the higher spatial frequencies of the printed images, where the viewer’s own

biological anti-aliasing structures later remove it [31, 32, 33, 34].

As utilized in half-tone printing, it is just an image that is being ESS’d, but in

convolutions either the kernel, the image, or both can be ESS’d.  With both the kernel

and image noise shaped, events in the relatively noise-free signal band should proceed as

normally expected during a convolution, while representational noise residing in the

disposal band will harmlessly operate on its spectral counterpart.

Note that there are two distinct filtering operations employed in this research

effort: the convolution filter itself (Figure 1-1), which is the target operation and the goal

of the overall procedure, and the ESS filter (Figure 2-3) used to modify the convolution’s

coefficients and/or the image sample values.  The ESS filter is used once in selecting the

convolution coefficients and/or image sample values, with the results dependent on the

specific errors intrinsic to the individual hardware; this is essentially a one-time

programming step for the convolution engine.  The ESS-selected coefficients or values

are then repeatedly used in each cycle of the convolution.
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Theoretical SNR Improvement

In ESS, the degree of in-band SNR improvement is a function of both the error

feedback filter, f(z) in the flow diagram (Figure 2-3), and the degree of oversampling.

Candy describes how for each doubling of the sampling rate, that 3(2L + 1) dB of in-band

SNR improvement can be expected from differential filters [1], where L is the order of

the feedback filter.

As a specific example, with f(z) = z-1, the error’s contribution at the output will be

e(1 – z-1) .  Since this is a first order differential filter (L = 1), 9 dB of in-band SNR

improvement can be expected in-band for each doubling of the sampling rate.  A second

order differential example is f(z) = 2z-1 – z-2, leading to an output of  e(1 - 2z-1 + z-2); with

L=2, 15 dB of in-band SNR improvement can be expected per doubling of the sampling

rate.

With a multidimensional signal, each dimension provides an opportunity for

creating a ‘disposal’ band into which representational noise can be pushed.  Note though

that this isn’t a separable operation in the sense that it can not be done in a sequence of

per dimension stages (unless the intermediate stages can have higher resolution samples

than the final result).

In Bennett’s original analysis of binary quantization noise there were numerous

stipulations placed on the noise’s qualities - zero mean, a sufficient ‘busyness’, etc.

These are necessary because in simple oversampling the mechanism for carrying the

extra information is a statistical one, a sort of ‘preponderance of evidence’ approach.

Studies [35] have shown that ESS can operate under substantially relaxed statistical
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requirements, but a consensus has yet to be reached on what particular requirements are

essential for ESS to work, necessitating ultimately that the experimental method be

applied in new applications.

Representational Error

Data and coefficient quantization produce four typical degenerative effects in

digital signal processing systems [3, 36]: round-off error, overflow/saturation, limit

cycles, and coefficient error.  Representational error in discrete analog filtering

operations can be expected to behave similarly.  Further, typical image processing tasks

additionally include a particular phase requirement that may be disturbed by coefficient

error.

Both round-off error (the injection of quantization noise when results are

rounded) and overflow/saturation (error introduced when a signal exceeds the

representation’s limits) are standard signals problems, neither of which are central to this

research.  They both involve distinctly different types of noise mechanisms than the

device mismatch that is under investigation here.

Limit cycles are a feedback created effect where quantization noise of sufficient

amplitude that is present at the necessary frequency will drive an inadvertently existing

resonate system.  As the resonate energy builds it increasingly interferes with the passage

of the signal, and when the energy is high enough and/or ineffectively dissipated by the

system (as is common in higher order Σ∆ ADCs, which employ ESS), it can lead to

instability and oscillation.  ESS involves a feedback loop (Figure 2-3; and, limit cycles
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are a recognized problem in Σ∆ ADCs), so its effects can be expected to appear under

certain disadvantageous conditions when it is employed to either select the convolution

coefficients or noise shape the input image.

With the driving energy source contained in the input sequence, the damage

caused by limit cycles must be evaluated on a case-by-case basis with regard to both the

shaping algorithm and the image or filter kernel that is being noise shaped (see Figure 3-6

(c) for an example of an unstable combination).  FIR filters such as image convolutions

do not contain feedback, and limit cycles can be dismissed as a concern in their

operation.

Coefficient error has a direct impact on filter response, as it limits the accurate

placement of poles and zeros in the z plane (Figure 2-5); the worse the representation, the

less control available over these locations and thus the less the control over the filter

response.

(a)     (b)

Figure 2-5: Binary quantization restricting placement in the Z plane

Possible Pole/Zero
Locations for a Filter

with N bit Coefficients

Possible Pole/Zero
Locations for a Filter

with N-1 bit Coefficients
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Again, there are two filters involved in this research: the convolution filter itself

(Figure 1-1), and the ESS filter (Figure 2-3) used to modify the convolution coefficients

and/or image sample values.  Coefficient error effects each of these differently.

Restricting consideration to FIR filters (like convolutions) where the operation is

linear and all of the properties of linear time-invariant systems can be used, it is easily

shown that a FIR filter with quantized (or noisy) coefficients can be treated as the sum of

two parallel filters: one ideal and one with all of the noise (Figure 2-6) [3].

(a)                                             (b)

Figure 2-6: FIR filter coefficient quantization

In the case of the FIR convolution filter (Figure 1-1), as oversampling increases

the number of kernel coefficients, the ‘Error’ coefficient’s filter, E(z), efficiency

increases as the noise shaping has a greater opportunity to remove the representational

inaccuracy’s effects from the signal band.  The ultimate consequences from coefficient

error on the convolution filter will then be in direct proportion to the effectiveness of the

ESS algorithm at removing representational noise from the signal band.

H(z)

E(z)

y[n]x[n]

Σ(h[n]+e[n])z-n   =
n

Σh[n]z-n +Σe[n]z-n

n n
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As a differentiater or similarly simple operation, the ESS filter (Figure 2-3)

doesn’t have rigid pole/zero placement restrictions on its filter response, and so it is not a

particularly critical issue if its coefficients are off.

Linear phase is important in image filtering (with zero phase clearly being

preferred), otherwise features will move around and split in accordance with their

frequency content.  Figure 2-6 suggests that if the ESS algorithm is successful at

sufficiently removing the effects of representational error from the signal band, that the

filter’s intended phase response will be preserved (in band).
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CHAPTER III

NOISE REDUCTION IN IMAGES

WITH ERROR SPECTRUM SHAPING

Referring back to Figure 1-2 (the spatial noise model for the convolution circuits

detailed in chapter 5) and following the flow of the input signals, the first opportunities

for signal corruption involve the independent addition of both random error and

quantization noise to the kernel and image.  In this chapter, ESS is used to attenuate the

in-band portion of these error signals, ed and ew, and to demonstrate that the signal

information can be preserved as it traverses this stage of the convolution.  Note that the

injection of em to the convolution results, which is an image itself, is equivalent to the

injection of ed‘s random Gaussian error component to the input image, making the

evaluation of these effects comparable.  The results are quantified to facilitate proper

comparisons in the evaluation chapter (chapter 7).  Two tools have been developed to

support this effort: an image interpolator and an SNR metric that is appropriate for ESS

images.

ESS has been explored in detail elsewhere [1, 28, 29, 30].  The purpose of this

chapter is to focus in particular on its effects in the context of this research.  The

computations and examples here are not exhaustive, but serve only to establish that ESS
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can be effective at reducing the noise types expected in analog CMOS VLSI convolution

arrays and to demonstrate the quantification methodology also used in chapters 4 and 7.

Tools

Interpolation

To evaluate the effects of oversampling and ESS, content-identical copies of an

image made at various sampling rates are required.  Iterating either decimation or

interpolation on an image will produce such a set of variously sampled copies.

Decimation is equivalent to a two step process that is initiated with a Low Pass Filter

(LPF) to prevent aliasing, which is then followed by re-sampling at the lower rate; note

that the potential loss of information prevents this from being a reversible process.

Interpolation also includes a LPF step, but its purpose is to preserve only the in-band

content after the up-sampling step inserts undesired copies of the signal into the newly

created bandwidth.  With decimation then, the possible loss of information during LPF

could lead to a set of copies with differing information (i.e., signal) content and in turn

then make SNR comparisons difficult.  Interpolation doesn’t incorporate this risk, and so

is more appropriate for creating a set of image copies that differ only in sampling rate.

The program interpolate.c (Appendix A) was written to produce 10242 and 20482

images from a 5122 original and has been used here to create spectrally-equivalent

upsampled copies of the images used in this research.
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SNR Quantification

The standard SNR equation for quantifying the results of image processing

operations is,

SNR = 10 Log [∑sij
2/∑(yij – sij)

2]

where sij  represents the original image samples, yij  represents altered image samples, and

the summations are taken over the image’s entire range [33].  Being a point-wise process,

this encompasses the complete spectral content of each image, and counts all of the

energy in the original image as ‘signal’.

ESS’d signals contain a substantial noise element outside of the signal band that is

inappropriately counted as ‘signal’ when using this metric.  What is desired instead is to

only count the in-band portion of the spectrum as signal, and disregard every thing

outside of it.

Parseval’s theorem equates the total energy in a sequence to its total spectral

energy:

∑|x[n]|2 = 1/N ∑ |X(n)|2,      N = sequence length

This provides a mechanism for converting the standard point-wise SNR metric from

sample space to frequency space:
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SNR = 10 Log [∑|Sij|
2 / ∑|Yij – Sij|

2]

Rather than compute this over the entire range of the image, it can be limited to any

spectral band of interest, such as the in-band component of ESS’d images.

Figure 3-1: “Lenna” image, 5122 x 8 bits
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ESS in Images

ESS of Binary Quantization Noise

Using the set of 5122, 10242, and 20482 images created by interpolation from an

original 5122 image and the spectrum-based SNR metric detailed above, ESS using

various noise sources can be demonstrated and quantified.  As will be seen in the

following chapters, the analog convolution circuits in this research can be expected to

encounter both binary quantization and random Gaussian error as noise sources.  In this

section, binary quantization will serve as the noise source and its susceptibility to

management with ESS will be evaluated.

The image ‘Lenna’ has a fairly broad spectral content and has been widely used in

the image processing literature; Figure 3-1.  All of the images that follow in this section

were derived from an original 5122 x 8-bit copy that is freely available on the Internet.

In Figure 3-2, the original image has been converted to a reduced quantization of

3 bits. Figure 3-2 (a) is a 3-bit simple quantized version produced by rounding the

original 8 bit values to their nearest 3-bit value and expanding the result to fill the full

dynamic range (i.e., 000b corresponds to a black pixel and 111b to a white pixel).

Figure 3-2 (b) is a 3-bit version that was produced by using the 1st order 2-D ESS

algorithm,

ei,j – ½ei-1,j– ½ei,j-1 =  ½( ei,j – ei-1,j) + ½( ei,j – ei,j-1)
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(a)                                                                   (b)

(c)

Figure 3-2: 5122 x 3-bit Lenna:

(a) 3-bit Simple Binary Quantization,

(b) 3-bit1st order ESS,

(c) 3-bit 2nd order ESS
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In this algorithm, as illustrated in Figure 3-3, half of the error is propagated to the

next higher numbered pixel in the same row and half to the next higher numbered pixel in

the same column.  Figure 3-2 (c) is a 3-bit version that was produced using the 2nd order

2-D ESS algorithm,

ei,j – ei-1,j – ei,j-1 + ½ei-2,j + ½ei,j-2 = ½( ei,j – 2ei-1,j + ei-2,j ) + ½( ei,j – 2ei,j-1 + ei,j-2 )

In this algorithm, as is illustrated in Figure 3-4, the error is propagated to the next

two pixels in the same row and to the next two pixels in the same column.

Figure 3-3: The 1st order ESS algorithm

Figure 3-4: The 2nd order ESS algorithm

-½ e

-½ e

½ e

½ e

- e

- e
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The process of converting the resultant images displayed in Figure 3-2 to a

standard file format, importing these files into word processing software, and finally

printing them here involves rendering procedures that uncontrollably alter their

appearance.  Chief among these are both low pass filtering, which somewhat eliminates

the high frequency noise content created as ESS pushes the quantization noise into the

higher frequencies, and the half-toning used during printing.  With this in mind, consider

that the better-looking images would be incapable of appearing so if the information

content didn’t exist prior to these corrupting operations (this is particularly true in the 1-

bit images, e.g. Figure 3-6 (b) & (c), which appear here to contain tones intermediate to

pure black or white even though the original sample arrays contain none other than just

those two values; compare Figures 3-7, 3-8, and 3-9).

Note that the 3-bit simple binary image, Figure 3-2 (a), shows what are called

‘false contours’ (e.g., the region of her shoulder): lines formed across a gradient descent

as large numbers of pixels step in unison to the neighboring value [34].  At this level of

quantization, the ESS images (Figures 3-2 (a) & (b)) are able to accurately capture such

smooth changes and after a LPF step (via both the printing process and the reader’s own

biological filters) display no such false contours.  Note that as the quantization becomes

coarser, this capability begins to break down in the 1st order ESS images, as seen in the 2-

bit images of Figure 3-5 (b) (e.g., again, in the area of her shoulder); their range of

operation ceases to be adequate for the magnitude of noise energy, while the 2nd order

images remain able to represent such smooth changes.  Also of note is that the 2nd order

images display much greater high frequency noise because its ESS algorithm is much
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better than the 1st order at moving the quantization noise into the higher frequencies (and

because there has been no oversampling to provide an area for it outside of the signal

band).

Another phenomena that becomes visible in the ESS images is what are called

‘worms’ in the half-toning literature [34], low-frequency structures of seemingly random

strings or clumps of similarly valued pixels, as in Figure 3-7 and 3-9.  As they do not

diminish the information content of the affected images, they are of no concern here.

In Figure 3-6 (c), the 1-bit 2nd order ESS operation becomes unrecoverably

unstable at least 12 independent times (which all ultimately grow together into one big

oscillatory mess; note that the origin is in the upper left-hand corner, so error is passed to

the right and down).  Neither of the ESS algorithms used here are particularly

sophisticated, they were chosen for their simplicity and consequent implementation

advantages, and serve well to evaluate and demonstrate the process.  Improved

algorithms exist that avoid the instability that occurs here [34].

Comparing Figures 3-7 and 3-8, it is evident that the resolution information that is

completely lost in the simple binary quantization implementation is instead partially

transformed into the spatial domain of the ESS images.  Squinting or increased viewing

distance adequately low-pass filters the image in Figure 3-7 to recover much of the

retained resolution detail; in particular, notice the emergence of eyelashes when

sufficiently LPF’d.  Increases in oversampling improve the retention of the resolution

detail, as can be seen the detail section of the 20482 1-bit ESS shown in Figure 3-9, in

which the high spatial frequency eyelash details are now much more readily apparent.
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(a)                                                                        (b)

(c)

Figure 3-5: 5122 x 2-bit Lenna:

(a) 2-bit Simple Binary Quantization,

(b) 2-bit 1st order ESS,

(c) 2-bit 2nd order ESS
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(a)                                                                       (b)

(c)

Figure 3-6: 5122 x 1-bit Lenna:

(a) 1-bit Simple Binary Quantization,

(b) 1-bit 1st order ESS,

(c) 1-bit 2nd order ESS – Contaminated by Instability
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Figure 3-7: Detail from the 10242 1-bit 1st order ESS image of Lenna

Compare to Figures 3-8 and 3-9

With ample oversampling to provide the necessary bandwidth, the ESS images can

theoretically capture all of the resolution detail.

SNR in ESS of Binary Quantized Images

As reviewed in chapter 2, ESS pushes noise energy into targeted portions of the

signal spectrum.  In a typical implementation where it’s accompanied by oversampling, it
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is used to move the representational noise into the highest frequencies (though it could be

tailored to move it to some other portion of the spectrum should the situation warrant).

Figure 3-8: Detail from the 10242 1-bit simple binary image of Lenna

Compare to Figures 3-7 and 3-9

Figure 3-10 is plot of total in-band Noise to Signal Ratio (NSR) against the width

of the signal band for 5122 x 3-bit simple quantized, 1st order ESS, and 2nd order ESS

images.  The 2-D version of the formula for frequency-space SNR that was derived

earlier in this chapter was used to calculate these values.  The in-band signal area was

assumed to be square (i.e., the horizontal axis represents the size of the bandwidth in
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terms of N, where the signal energy is then measured in an area of N2).  The Noise to

Signal ratio is plotted instead of the Signal to Noise ratio to clearly emphasize that it is

the in-band noise that is being affected rather than the signal (i.e., patterned after the

underlying mechanism, increasing noise, rather than decreasing signal).

Both 1st and 2nd order ESS reduce the in-band noise considerably, with 2nd order

noise shaping outperforming 1st order for frequencies that don’t exceed half of the

Nyquist rate (π/2).

Figure 3-9: Detail of 20482 1-bit 1st order ESS of Lenna
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Figure 3-10: Total in-band noise (dB) vs. signal bandwidth, 3-bit 5122 Lenna

Figure 3-11 displays the plots of total in-band noise vs. bandwidth for simple

binary, 1st order ESS, and 2nd order ESS 3-bit versions of Lenna sampled at 5122, 10242,

and 20482 (representing Nyquist, x2, and x4 oversampling, respectively).  The in-band

SNR improvement accompanied by an increased sampling rate is evident and is

quantified in Figure 3-12, with peaks generally near π/2.  The theory predicts a 30-dB

improvement for 2nd order differential ESS and an 18-dB improvement for 1st order ESS

(for frequencies well below the sampling rate), but the actual measured improvements

here are only in the neighborhood of half that: 17-dB and 12-dB respectively.
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Figure 3-11: Total in-band noise (dB) vs. signal bandwidth, 3-bit Lenna

5122, 10242, and 20482 images

To differentiate the per dimension contribution from the algorithms, Figure 3-13

includes plots of the in-band NSR for images ESS’d in only one dimension.  The 1-D 1st

order algorithms perform slightly better than the 2-D 1st order, while the 1-D 2nd order

algorithms perform slightly worse than the 2-D 2nd order.  In both cases, orientation

provides no advantage.
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Figure 3-12: SNR Improvement (dB) from a doubled sampling rate, 3-bit Lenna

5122 to 10242, and 10242 to 20482 image comparisons

ESS of Images with Random Gaussian Noise

Random Gaussian noise is also expected to be a component of the error that the

analog convolution circuits will encounter.  In this section, random Gaussian noise serves

as the noise source and the same measures made in the previous section are performed to

evaluate is susceptibility to management with ESS.
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Figure 3-13: SNR improvement (dB) from 1-D ESS, 3-bit Lenna at 20482

In Figure 3-14, the original image has been corrupted with zero mean Gaussian

noise with a variance of 12.5% of the pixels’ full-scale range; overflow and underflow

was clipped. Figure 3-14 (a) is the unprocessed noisy image quantized to 8-bits.  Figure

3-15 is a histogram of values generated by one configuration of the random Gaussian

noise generator used in this section.

Figure 3-14 (b) is identically corrupted but noise shaped using the 1st order 2-D

ESS algorithm detailed in the last section and illustrated in Figure 3-3.  Figure 3-14 (c) is
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again identically corrupted but noise shaped using the 2nd order algorithm detailed in the

last section and illustrated in Figure 3-4.

SNR in ESS of Images with Random Gaussian Noise

Figure 3-16 is a plot of total in-band NSR against the width of the signal band for

5122 x 8-bit images with added random Gaussian noise (σ2 = of 12.5% of Full Scale), 1st

order ESS, and 2nd order ESS images.  Unlike the binary quantization, the random

Gaussian in-band noise curve is not flat, and rises with increasing bandwidth.

Figure 3-17 displays the plots of total in-band noise vs. bandwidth for noisy, 1st

order ESS, and 2nd order ESS versions of Lenna sampled at 5122, 10242, and 20482, and

again shows the improvement contributed by oversampling.  Note that while the 5122 and

10242 2nd order ESS images were stable, the 20482 image (Figure 3-18) was not.

Also, the random Gaussian noise itself is quite responsive to oversampling and

nears the 6 dB theoretical improvement prediction (3 dB per dimension), as can be seen

in the in-band SNR improvement graph of Figure 3-19.  Treating em in the spatial noise

model of analog convolutions (Figure 1-2) as random Gaussian noise, its injection into

the convolution results is an equivalent operation to the addition of ed’s random Gaussian

error component to the image signal, implying em will also diminish in-band with

oversampling.

The 1st order and 2nd order ESS improvements are much like that of the binary

quantization noise: near 18-dB for 2nd order ESS and 12-dB for 1st order.
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(a)                                                                     (b)

(c)

Figure 3-14: 5122 x 8-bit Lenna with random Gaussian noise (σ2 = 12.5% FS):

(a) Corrupted Image,

(b) Corruption Shaped with1st order ESS,

(c) Corruption Shaped with 2nd order ESS
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Figure 3-15: Histogram of the random Gaussian noise added to 5122 x 8-bit Lenna

σ = 10 units

Summary

Two tools necessary to pursue this research were developed and described in the

initial section of this chapter: an image interpolator used to create the oversampled

images, and an SNR metric necessary to make quantitative comparisons of the results.

In the spatial noise model of analog convolutions (Figure 1-2), ew and ed contain

both binary quantization noise and random Gaussian error, while em contains only

random Gaussian error.  ESS was shown to effectively displace both noise effects from
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the lower end of the frequency spectrum (where image content can be confined with

oversampling).  Additionally, oversampling was shown to diminish the in-band portion of

random Gaussian noise.

The remaining unconsidered operation in the spatial noise model is the

convolution of the noisy signals, which is evaluated in the next chapter.

Figure 3-16: Total in-band noise vs. signal bandwidth, 5122 Lenna with

Gaussian random noise (σ2 = 12.5% FS)
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Figure 3-17: Total in-band noise vs. signal bandwidth, Lenna

5122, 10242, and 20482 images with Gaussian random noise (σ2 = 12.5% FS)

Note that the 20482 with 2nd order ESS oscillated, hence its poor performance
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Figure 3-18: Instability in the 2nd order ESS 20482 Lenna with random Gaussian noise (σ2

= 12.5% FS).  Note the high quality of the image’s stable portion relative to Figure 3-14

(a), its unshaped equivalent , or 3-14 (c), where no oversampling was used to provide a

disposal band for the noise energy.
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Figure 3-19: SNR (dB) improvement from a doubled sampling rate, Lenna with random

Gaussian noise (σ2 = 12.5% FS)

5122 to 10242 and 10242 to 20482 Image Comparisons
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CHAPTER IV

NOISE REDUCTION IN IMAGE CONVOLUTIONS

WITH ERROR SPECTRUM SHAPING

Chapter 3 illustrated that ESS can effectively remove both binary quantization

noise and random Gaussian error (the kinds of noise processes expected in analog array

processors) from the in-band portion of a 2-D signal.  Extending this concept to the next

operational step in what will ultimately lead to a physical implementation, it will be

shown in this chapter that images and kernels containing the noise shaped factors ew and

ed in Figure 1-2 can produce the desired results when convolved.  Again, the

computations and examples here are not exhaustive, but serve only to establish that ESS

can be successful at reducing the effect of the expected corrupting influences on

convolution results.

Convolutions of ESS Signals

Convolution in the spatial domain is equivalent to multiplication in the frequency

domain, so with the image and convolution kernel signal bands sufficiently cleared of

corrupting noise with ESS, a convolution between such signals should theoretically

produce a result with the desired in-band characteristics.
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Figure 4-1 is a 3-D plot of a Difference of Gaussians (DOG) filter’s coefficients;

this is a band-pass filter that is common in the machine vision literature.  Many FIR

filters can be decomposed into a number of band-pass elements, making convolutions

with the DOG representative of a broad class of filters.

Gaussian filters and their derivatives have several important features.  They are

symmetric and monotonically decreasing about the mean, which confines their weighting

coefficients to a spatially limited region; the same holds for their Fourier transforms.

This smoothness and locality in both the spatial and the frequency domains insures that

signal energy won’t be passed from outside of the band of interest, and as such can’t be

corrupted by energy leaking through side lobes in the filter’s frequency response.  For

small space constants (i.e., radius), these functions approach the Dirac delta function, so

that upon convolution the original signal is passed.  For large space constants, their

Fourier transform approaches the Dirac delta function, so that upon convolution the input

signal’s average is passed.  The impulse response of the 2-D Gaussian filter is circularly

symmetric, and its frequency response has the same shape, with their respective radii

inversely proportional to each other.

The 2-D Gaussian is a separable convolution, and as such can be implemented by

two orthogonal 1-D convolutions in series.  Also, Gaussian convolutions can be

implemented with an iterative procedure [37], allowing the solution of large radii

Gaussian convolutions to be computed on hardware with spatial support limitations.
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Figure 4-1: A DOG filter, 642, 8-bit coefficients
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The DOG filters used in this research are composed of balanced Gaussians such

that the integral of each Gaussian is equal to that of the other.  This insures that the DC

energy in the filter is zero and will not subsequently produce an amplitude shift in the

result.  A space constant ratio of 1.6 between the two Gaussians used to compose the

DOG was arbitrarily chosen.  The exact filter specifics are detailed in Appendix A.

The DOG filter was sampled at 162, 322, 642, 1282, and 2562 rates, and using the

same 1st and 2nd order ESS algorithms detailed in chapter 3, noise shaped versions of it

were also created.   Figure 4-2 is an X-Y plot of the +1 and –1 coefficients produced by

the 1st order ESS algorithm in producing a 1-bit 2562 version of the DOG.  2nd order ESS

filters over 642 were unstable, and Figure 4-3 is an X-Y plot of the +1 and –1 coefficients

produced by the 2nd order algorithm in producing a 1-bit 642 version of the DOG.  In

particular, notice the cluster of +1 coefficients located near the point (50, 50), which is

probably a symptom of the energy that destabilized the higher-rate sampled versions.

The 162, 322, and 642 DOG kernels respectively correspond to high-, medium-,

and low- center band-pass filters for 5122 images, while the 322, 642, and 1282 serve the

identical purpose and respective pass-band selectivity for the 10242 images, as do the 642,

1282, and 2562 for the 20482 images.

Figure 4-4 is the result from convolving a 2nd order ESS 3-bit 642 DOG with a 2nd

order ESS 3-bit 10242 image, and Figure 4-5 is the desired ideal result from using

maximum resolution versions of the same image (i.e., floating point filter and 8-bit

image).  To maintain image sizes of 2N so that FFTs could be used in the SNR

computations, circular convolutions were used with the image flipped at each border.
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Figure 4-2: X-Y plot of the 1st order ESS 1-bit 2562 DOG filter coefficients
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Figure 4-3: X-Y Plot of the 2nd order ESS 1-bit 642 DOG filter coefficients
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Figure 4-4: Result of convolving a 3-bit 2nd order ESS 642 DOG with a 3-bit 2nd order

ESS 10242 image.
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Figure 4-5: Ideal result: convolution of a floating point 642 DOG with the 8-bit

10242 image
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Figure 4-6: Total in-band quantization noise (dB) vs. signal bandwidth: unshaped DOG

convolved with unshaped images (solid lines), and, 3-bit 1st order ESS DOG convolved

with 3-bit 1st order ESS Lenna: 642x5122, 1282x10242, and 2562x20482

The total resultant in-band binary quantization noise from convolving the low-

center frequency 3-bit 1st order ESS DOG with the 3-bit 1st order ESS image is plotted in

Figure 4-6 for three different sampling rates; as expected, increases in oversampling

improve the ESS in-band results. Higher frequency DOG filters fare increasingly poorer
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as their band-pass frequencies move into the noise disposal region.  The lack of stability

in the 2nd order ESS DOG filters precludes their use and comparison here.

The SNR improvement from ESS for images corrupted by random Gaussian noise

(Figure 4-7) is comparable to that of the binary quantization noise.  Just as oversampling

improved the in-band SNR of the unshaped images (Figure 3-17), convolutions

performed with these images also improved with oversampling.

Summary

Being representative of a broad class of FIR filters, high-, medium-, and low-

center pass-band DOG filters were selected and implemented at various resolutions and

degrees of noise shaping (the 2nd order ESS versions of the DOG filter were unstable for

the highest noise energies, limiting evaluation to just 1st order ESS).  These were shown

to be successful at attenuating in-band binary quantization noise and random Gaussian

error in convolutions of corrupted images.  Further, the effects of random Gaussian noise

on the convolution results were shown to diminish in band from mere oversampling.
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Figure 4-7: Total in-band random Gaussian noise (dB) vs. signal bandwidth: unshaped

DOG convolved with unshaped images (solid lines), and, random gaussian noise

corrupted (σ = 12.5% of full scale) 1st order ESS DOG convolved with 1st order ESS

Lenna: 642x5122, 1282x10242, and 2562x20482
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CHAPTER V

CIRCUIT DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

Chapters 3 and 4 have demonstrated that ESS and oversampling can attenuate the

in-band portions of ew, ed, and em in the spatial noise model of analog convolutions

(Figure 1-2).  The purpose for constructing circuits is two-fold: to provide real-world

error data for evaluation in ESS convolutions, and to insure that the evaluation includes

any noise sources or operations inadvertently omitted from the spatial noise model.

Architectural Considerations

Only the building blocks necessary to fulfill the objectives of this research have

been fabricated.  The cost of developing and characterizing an analog image sensing and

processing IC that has both commercial resolutions and practical kernel sizes is

prohibitive without substantial financial support, and with many of the design issues for

CMOS imagers having been appreciably settled, doing so would also entail a great deal

of redundant effort.  Also, the additional complexity would be accompanied by failure

modes that would unnecessarily threaten the success of this effort.
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Convolutions

Each output point in a convolution consists of many multiplications and a

summation.  Image data is typically non-negative (ranging from 0 to full-scale), while

convolution weights may be negative or even complex, necessitating multi-quadrant

multiplications and the potential for a complex summation.

Current Mode

The multi-summand addition encourages current-mode summations, where any

number of values can be added using only wires and a node.  Particularly advantageous to

such current mode additions is that they aren’t necessarily affected by MOS device

mismatch so long as the driving circuits have a high enough output resistance.  In MOS,

output resistance can be made as arbitrarily high as desired using cascoding.  Other

advantages to current-mode computation are that currents can be easily replicated and

conveyed with negligible loss.  Also, current-mode multiplication can be compactly

performed with current mirrors.

Digital Storage

In order to evaluate a number of convolution kernels, the coefficients must be

programmable, otherwise each new convolution would require fabricating another

device.  Further, noise shaping of the kernel coefficients requires the ability to store and

alter their values.
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Currents can’t be directly stored, and though they could be generated from a

stored voltage, temporary storage of analog values has its own problems: circuit

complexity, decay, destructive read-out, and corruption.  All of these are issues that

threaten to distort and degrade the results of this research and are beyond its scope.

Digital storage satisfactorily addresses these needs, and though digital

quantization produces yet another noise source, its effects can be easily calculated and

then accounted for in the final results.

With the summation portion of a current-mode convolution unlikely to cause

significant error, what is central to this research is resolving the effect of noise shaping on

the performance of the multipliers.  To that end, measuring the noise characteristics of a

multiplier array is the focus of the fabricated circuits.

The Architecture

Figure 5-1 illustrates the block diagram of the selected architecture for evaluating

ESS performance with analog-computed CMOS VLSI image convolutions.  This circuit

computes a single convolution point at a time using an array of parallel Multiplying

Analog to Digital Converters (MDAC).  The weight and data values are loaded via a

common data bus into registers, and the positive and negative summation components are

collected on independent nodes.
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Figure 5-1: Mixed-signal convolution architecture

While this structure is primarily intended as a vehicle to measure mismatch in the

array of multipliers, it could easily be extended to performing real-time convolutions in

any spatial dimension by replacing the data bus and data registers with a chain of shift

registers such that signal data would be swept past the convolution kernel, with one

convolution output sample for each shift of the registers.  In an image convolution, a

succession of additional shift registers could maintain the pixels’ spatial relationship and

only retain the portion of the image that would be subsequently used (Figure 5-2),

effectively spiraling the kernel around the 2-D signal as it is row-wise shifted into the

shift register array.  For imagers that serialize their data, such a pipelined structure
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wouldn’t interfere with the preexisting data-rate bottleneck and only imposes a time shift

on the results.

In practice, the convolution kernel coefficients would be adjusted using ESS to

both correct for the individual hardware’s variations and the resolution loss from

quantization (i.e., the two components of ew in Figure 1-2); the resultant values would

then be stored in the weight registers for the duration of a convolution.  Since each

sample of the image is swept through the kernel and visits each MDAC, no comparable

hardware-specific correction can be made to the image values, though such error is still

prone to reduction through oversampling. It is the image’s reduced quantization

resolution necessitated by the circuit’s inaccuracy that requires the image to also be noise

shaped.

Figure 5-2: Pipelined convolution processor

The weight’s sign bit directs the output current of each MDAC onto the

appropriate summing node.  Splitting the positive and negative components into two

nodes simplifies the multiplier’s design, helps to avoid saturation, and provides additional

Kernel

Image

Shift Registers
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dynamic range for the output.  Complex convolutions would require four summing nodes.

In addition to representing the two polarity sums, the two output nodes provide a way to

isolate the output of a particular MDAC from all of the others during test.  Note that there

is a precedent for this type of splitting: it’s done in virtually all biological vision systems

since neurons can only represent magnitude, necessitating parallel channels to

independently carry the positive and negative information.

The process of consolidating the summing nodes’ data is dependent on the needs

of the downstream processing steps and represents a degree of freedom that is not central

to this research.  A single OPAMP or current mirror could be used to combine them, if

desired.  Whatever methodology might be used, it is necessary that the voltage on these

nodes remain within the limits allowed by the MDAC’s output resistance.

Details of the various sub-blocks follow in the sections below.  In each circuit’s

case, simulations were performed with HSPICE, and layout and extraction was done with

MAGIC.

Circuit Design

MDAC design

With multiplications being the dominant computation in a convolution, this circuit

will be the most used, and optimizations made here are likely to have the most overall

impact.  The circuit shown in Figure 5-3 is a CMOS current-mode 5-bit Digital to Analog

Converter (DAC); it is the result of a collaborative design effort made by Dr. Martin
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Brooke’s research group in 1992-3.  Its primary advantage is that it is very small in size,

consisting of only 46 minimum geometry transistors.

Figure 5-3: CMOS current-mode 5-bit digital to analog converter schematic

The input current, Ibias, is cascode mirrored nine times.  Triple cascoding was

believed to be unnecessary overkill considering the accuracy expected of this circuit in

most processes, though it might have utility in conditions where the output node voltage

is under-controlled and it would prevent undesirable feedback through the output

resistance.  Three sets of these current sinks are gated on/off in groupings of four, two,
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and one, respectively sinking four, two, and one times a current equal to Ibias from the

output node.  Another of the N-channel current sinks drives a divide-by-4 P-channel

mirror.

The remaining N-channel current sink works with the P-channel current sources

to mimic the behavior of finer resolution N-channel current sinks. By using the P-channel

sources to displace current that is already being drawn, additional current mirroring back

to N-channel devices is avoided along with its attendant mismatching.  Each of the P-

channel sources can provide one quarter of the current drawn by an N-channel sink,

leaving a balance of zero net current available on the output node when both W1 and W0

are low.  As the P-channel current sources turn off, the N-channel balancing sink must

turn to the output node for an equivalent current: with W0 high, ¼ Ibias net is drawn from

the output node, and with W1 high ½ of Ibias net is drawn.  Like the N-channel balancing

sink, the P-channel balancing current source is always on and is there so that the DAC

sinks currents ranging from 0-7¾ times Ibias rather than ¼-8 times Ibias.

Figure 5-4 is the schematic of the Multiplying Digital to Analog Converter

(MDAC) that uses both the 5-bit weight DAC just illustrated and its opposite-well

version as a 5-bit data DAC; a block diagram appears in Figure 5-5.  By using the output

of the weight DAC as the bias input to the data DAC, the overall computation performed

by the MDAC circuit is

Iout = Ibias (WEIGHT)(DATA)/16
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Figure 5-4: 5x5 bit MDAC schematic

Figure 5-5: MDAC block diagram
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where WEIGHT is the numerical value of the 5-bit binary input to the weight DAC and

DATA is the numerical value of the 5-bit binary input to the data DAC.

A representative layout of the MDAC occupies the lower half of Figure 5-6.  To

avoid undue error contributions or inadvertently whitening its inherent error, various

efforts were taken during creation of the layout to minimize expected geometrical and

metallurgical mismatch:

• All transistors are the same size and are located as close together as possible and

with the same orientation

• All N-channel transistors are in the same well, as are all P-channel transistors

• The N-channel sink that drives the P mirror of the weight DAC is centrally located

among the nine N-channel current sinks so that any spatial variations are hopefully

averaged, as is the P-channel  source that drives the N Mirror of the data DAC

Summing Nodes

The output of each MDAC is tied to one of two summing nodes according to the

sign bit associated with the WEIGHT value: OutA or OutB.  Figure 5-7 is the schematic

of the node switch and a representative layout is in the upper left corner of Figure 5-6.

Register Cell

The schematic of the memory cell is in Figure 5-8 and a representative layout is in

the upper right corner of Figure 5-6.  While ‘Write’ remains low, the P-channel transistor

that it controls closes the loop that ties the two inverters together.  With ‘Write’ high, the
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Figure 5-6: Layout of MDAC, sign & weight registers, and output switch

Figure 5-7: Node switch
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Figure 5-8: Memory cell

Figure 5-9: 4-bit row decoder block diagram
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loop opens and the value at D propagates through both inverters.  Both D and its inverse

are stored and available for use.

Address Decoders

Row and column decoders select the individual MDAC data and weight registers.

A four-bit word is used to select from the MDAC Array Chip’s 16 rows.  The column

address contains an additional bit to select between the data or weight register.  The block

diagram of the 4-bit row decoder is in Figure 5-9 and the layout is in Figure 5-10; it is a

standard digital 4-to-16 decoder.  A 5-bit decoder was also used, and its design is a

straightforward extension of the 4-bit decoder.

Figure 5-10: 4-bit row decoder layout

Simulations

Sufficient simulations were performed on extraction-derived models of each

circuit block to indicate that each would function as intended.  Since the fabricated
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circuits function well, the presentation of actual measurements in Chapter 6 largely

supersedes any need for an in-depth review of simulation results here.

Figure 5-11: MDAC simulation results

An exception is in regard to distinguishing between systemic and statistical

mismatch behavior: simulation results don’t contain effects of genuine statistical

mismatch, and so can be used as a baseline to isolate some behaviors that are purely due

to systemic mismatch.   Figure 5-11 is a representative plot of HSPICE transient output

from the MDAC circuit shown in Figures 5-4 (schematic) and 5-6 (layout) with the

weight word fixed at 10000b while the data word is sequentially scanned from 00000b to
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11111b.  Note that in normal operation, the convolution coefficients are similarly fixed

while the data changes on a point-by-point basis.  As can be seen in Figure 5-11, the step

size is uniformly 1 µA across the entire range of 32 values, making both the differential

and integral nonlinearity negligible.

Construction

MDAC Test IC

Two ICs have been fabricated.  The first contains both a fully pinned out MDAC

cell (the same as is shown in Figure 5-6) and a small 1 x 4 array of MDACs that all share

a bus for the weight registers, common data signals, and common output nodes. Its layout

is shown in Figure 5-12. Manufactured through the MOSIS service, it was fabricated in

ORBIT’s 2.0 µm P-Well process.

Through full access to the lone MDAC’s pins, nearly complete visibility into the

MDAC’s behavior is available.  The bussed MDACs provide a small test bed for making

several important tests: to insure both that the memory cells are writeable and that they

do not follow or affect the bus when not addressed, that the output nodes perform

summations, and to provide a small measure of how accurate those summations are.  This

chip also provides an indication of how neighboring MDACs can be expected to vary.
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Figure 5-12: MDAC Test IC

ORBIT 2.0 µm P-Well

2.2 mm x 2.25 mm

MDAC Array IC

The second IC contains a 16 x 16 array of MDACs, each of which has its own set

of storage registers for retaining both the sign+weight (6 bits) and unsigned 5-bit data

values; its photomicrograph is shown in Figure 5-13.  This chip was fabricated in HP’s

CMOS26G 0.8 µm N-Well process using the MOSIS fabrication service.  Both MDAC

registers read from a single chip-wide data bus and the specific register is selected by

row, column, and weight/data address lines. In addition to representing the two polarity

sums, the two output nodes provide a way to isolate the output of a particular MDAC

from all of the others.
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Figure 5-13: 16 x 16 MDAC Array IC

HP CMOS26G, 0.8 µm N-Well, 2.2 mm x 2.25 mm

Two different mechanisms were used to provide the reference (bias) current for

the MDAC array.  The 128 neighboring MDACs that occupy row addresses 8 through 15

are biased with a voltage that is distributed via a network of metal interconnect.  The

advantage of this approach is that it uses a minimum of silicon area to distribute the

biasing signal.  Its disadvantage is that the currents drawn from this line will produce a

voltage drop that will in turn be reflected in the signal available at the input to the

MDACs’ biasing circuits.

The 128 MDACs that occupy row addresses 0 through 7 are biased via individual

current lines.  While these MDACs are expected to be biased closer together than the
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voltage biased group, this method requires substantially more metal interconnect to route

the 128 individual current lines and a massive current mirror (visible on the right side of

Figure 5-13) to create the currents for distribution.

Summary

Design and construction of the analog CMOS VLSI convolution engine was

detailed in this chapter.  Extraction-based simulations predict that the circuits will work

as designed.  Test and measurement of the fabricated circuits is highlighted in the next

chapter, with the analysis of the data following in chapter 7.
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CHAPTER VI

CIRCUIT TEST AND MEASUREMENT

Test and measurement of the ICs includes testing of the overall functionality of

the basic devices and data collection, with the complexity of the complete convolution

engine necessitating the employment of automated testing hardware.  The circuits

function as designed, implementing the multiplication operation with an obvious noise

component.  Highlights of the data and its collection process are presented here, with its

analysis included in chapter 7.  Detailed recordings of the data are in Appendix B.

MDAC Test IC

This chip’s fundamental purpose was to establish that the various blocks that it

contains all function as intended.  Tests indicated that the MDAC, storage registers, and

output switch all work as designed.  With the blocks being identical, it would be

redundant to follow these test results with those of the more important MDAC Array IC,

where they will be described in detailed.
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MDAC Array IC

The working data for this research comes from this chip and its 16 x 16 array of

MDACs.  In addition to the sub-blocks on the Test IC, it also contains the row and

column decoders, an additional bank of data registers for each MDAC, and two different

biasing mechanisms; construction details are in chapter 5.

Ignoring output directioning, each MDAC is capable of 1024 distinct input

configurations.  Twenty-five of these MDAC Array IC chips were fabricated, each with

256 MDACs, making a total of roughly 6 ½ million inspection points to measure under

several sets of differing biasing conditions each.

Automated Data Collection

An automated data collection system was built to measure the MDAC Array ICs

performance; its block diagram is in Figure 6-1.  A National Instruments DIO-96 digital

IO card placed in a generic brand 33 MHz 486 PC was used to drive digital signals (Row

& Column Addresses, the Data Bus, and Write Pulse) into the IC under test.  A Keithly

236 Source Measurement Unit (SMU) was used to collect the analog output data.

Fifteen-turn potentiometers set up as voltage dividers were used to supply each of the

necessary bias voltages and a HP 6205C Power Supply powered the chip and biasing

dividers.
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Figure 6-1: Automated data collection system

A custom LABView program was developed to control the automated system.

After an initial sweep to clear each of the weight and data registers of any random power-

on contents and to tie each of the MDACs to output node B, each of the 256 MDACs is

singly connected to output node A and swept through all 1024 possible input

combinations.  The Keithly SMU is set to measure the current that it sunk from output

node A, and the collective results are written to a data file per MDAC.

MDAC Response

Figure 6-2 is a 3-D graph of a full data set collected from the MDAC at row 0 and

column 0 of MDAC Array IC #8.  Note that the output is predominately linear, contains a

minor element of irregularity (i.e., mismatch noise), and successfully implements the

multiplication function (albeit noisy).
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Figure 6-2: MDAC output for row 0 column 0 on the MDAC Array IC #8
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Figure 6-3: Measured output current of MDACs at rows 0-4 & columns 0-4

for MDAC Array IC #8.  Each graph’s 32 lines represent constant weights.
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Full data sweeps of the entire 16 x 16 MDAC array of on each of the working

chips have been recorded.  Figure 6-3 displays the sweeps for the MDACs in rows 0

through 3 and columns 0 through 3 of chip #8 with the SMU sinking current while biased

to 2.50 V and the global Ibias node set at 3.90 V.  Each sub-graph spans 0 to 200 µA on

the vertical axis, and each of the 32 the lines represents a constant weight value.

The response is fairly linear in general, and with the exception of MDAC (0,0),

which is only putting out a maximum of 100µA, all of the MDACs are comparably

responding.  The central gap in the spread of the lines in the graphs for MDACs (0,0),

(0,2), (1,1), (2,1), and (2,2) indicate that their W4 bit is somewhat stronger than normal.

Similarly, MDAC (0,1) has a stronger than normal W3 bit, as evidenced by the upward

displacement of both of its W3-on regions.  Several of the graphs have weight curves

grouped into eight bunches of four lines each, MDAC (2,0) for example, which indicates

the presence of  some inordinate mismatch in their P-balance mirrors.

Figure 6-4 is a plot of measured current verses the expected current for the array-

wide average output of each 1024 possible inputs (and both the +/- 3σ deviations) from

across an 8 x16 block of MDACs on one IC.  The creation of this plot was done by David

Gibson and appears as Figure 5-3 in his PhD thesis “Statistical Predictions of Integrated

Circuit Performance Based on Circuit Design and Test Structure Evaluation” [38]; the

data was shared in response to his solicitation for large data sets of actual circuit

measurements.  The expected currents were obtained from SPICE simulations using the
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extraction-generated circuit model and the MOSIS provided device models that

accompanied the ICs.  Only the current-biased half of an array was used because the

different biasing mechanisms artificially split the statistical characteristics into distinct

groupings.

Of value from this plot is the indication that the variability in the MDACs’

mismatch appears to be zero mean, as evidenced by the equal spacing between the mean

and +/- 3 σ lines.

Figure 6-4: Measured vs expected output for each of the 1024 possible

MDAC configurations for rows 0 through 7 of MDAC Array IC #8

From David Gibson’s PhD Thesis [34]
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Figure 6-5: Incremental Iout per bit for D4.  Note that the ‘Data DAC Word’ is the

combination of the other bits prior to turning on D4.

Differential Nonlinearity

Referring to Figure 5-4 and recalling how the MDAC works, the incremental

output in current as a given data bit turns on should be the same for a fixed weight word

and regardless of how the other data bits are set; any deviation would be considered to be

Differential Non-Linearity (DNL), a common DAC qualifying metric.  Extending the

DNL concept to MDACs, as the weight word increases, this incremental output per data
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word bit should also increase proportionally.  As plotted in Figure 6-5 for D4 (the data

word’s MSB) of the MDAC at row 4 column 2 (a random selection) chip #8, the

incremental output current, Iout, largely exhibits this behavior.

As a specific example, note that the incremental Iout when the weight word is set

to ‘10’ is 15 µA regardless of how the other data bits are set, and when the weight word

is doubled to ‘20’, the incremental Iout is 30µA regardless of how the other data bits are

set.

Figure 6-6: Incremental output saturation
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 Figure 6-6 plots the incremental Iout of the same bit under a greater biasing

condition, so much so that the output is saturated.  This obviously is a non-linear

operating condition that would poison any computations attempting to use it.  Note that

the dIout/dWeight slope, which is proportional to the biasing current and is greater in this

figure, remains linear in the same range of output current as that in Figure 6-5.  The

incremental output current only flattens when the voltage drop across the MDAC’s output

resistance interferes with the Drain-Source voltage of the current mirrors.

Figure 6-7: Subthreshold nonlinearity in W0’s incremental Iout
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Figure 6-7 displays some differential nonlinearity on the W0 bit (the weight’s

LSB) using this same incremental Iout measurement.  The nonlinearity primarily occurs at

the weight DACs lowest biasings, as its current mirror transistors move from sub-

threshold to linear operation.  In operation as part of the convolution engine, the weight

value (being a kernel coefficient) will be fixed, making DNL with respect to changes in

the data word important and diminishing the need for low DNL with respect to changes

in the weight word.

Summary

The circuits function as designed and perform multiplications with an apparent

random error component.  The analysis of this data is in the next chapter, and detailed

recordings of the measured circuit responses that have been used here and in the

convolutions of chapter 7 are contained in Appendix B.
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CHAPTER VII

EVALUATION

The noise mechanisms that have been assumed to affect the signals in the

convolution architecture of chapter 5 are binary quantization and random Gaussian error

(Figure 1-2).  Binary quantization noise is a direct result of truncating the data and weight

words down to five or less bits, and requires no further evidence of its existence in the

input signals [27].  The deviation of the MDAC response is plotted in this chapter and it’s

shown to be largely Gaussian.  Also, the measured MDAC data is used to form the core

of a convolution simulator, and it is demonstrated that convolutions performed using the

circuit measurements can be improved in-band with ESS and oversampling.

Error Distribution

The MDAC is assembled from two collections of parallel current mirrors, with

the weight set biasing the data set.  By normalizing the current output from the weight

DAC, perturbations in the data DACs current mirrors can be observed.  All of the

measurements in this section are from the 128 MDACs in the I-biased half of MDAC

Array Chip #8.
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Figure 7-1: Histogram of the data bits (with the weight word at maximum and each

MDAC's  maximum output normalized to a value of 100) MSB on right, LSB on left

Figure 7-1 is a histogram of the output current distributions per data bit for this set

of MDACs.  Each measurement was taken with the weight word set to 31, to insure that

the nonlinear region in Figure 6-7 is avoided and to average-out the error of the

individual weight bits.  Since the weight DACs contain these same imperfections and can

not all be configured to produce identical outputs, making a direct comparison of data
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DAC responses impossible, the per MDAC maximum output (i.e., when WEIGHT = 31

and DATA = 31) has instead been normalized to a value of 100 in creating this graph.

On such a scale where the maximum output of 100 occurs when the data word is

at its maximum, then each of the 31 steps in a perfect data DAC would have a step size of

100/31 = 3.22.  With the data word’s MSB corresponding to 16 of these 31 steps, then its

ideal location on this normalized scale is 16 * 3.22 = 51.6.

Figure 7-2: Histogram of the weight bits (with the data word at maximum and each

MDAC's  maximum output normalized to a value of 100) MSB on right, LSB on left
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Figure 7-3: Histogram of MDAC array maximum outputs

The data words’ MSBs cluster near the ideal value of 51.6 in Figure 7-1, and the

clusters for each of the lesser significant bits each lie near the sequence of half values

from this location (e.g., D3 near 51.6/2 = 25.8, etc.).  Each of the clusters forms a similar

Gaussian-like pattern, all with comparable heights and variances.

Figure 7-2 is a similarly constructed histogram of the weight word bit

distributions for these same 128 I-biased MDACs.  Again, the distributions are Gaussian
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like and in the expected positions, though here their variances trend toward widening

with each bit’s greater significance.

Figure 7-3 is a histogram of the MDACs’ maximum output currents.  As with the

data and weight word bits, the central portion of the distribution largely follows a

Gaussian-like pattern.

Figure 7-4: Normalized per-bit & maximum-output distributions plotted against MDAC

physical location
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To inspect for correlation between these distributions, and determine, for

example, if an MDAC’s position in the distribution of maximum outputs reflects its

position in the distributions of its constituent bits, each of the weight and data bit clusters

and the maximum output distribution have been normalized to zero mean and unit

variance and then superimposed on a per MDAC basis; the result appears in Figure 7-4.

This reveals that the cluster of 9 MDACs that form the leftmost group in Figure 7-3 are

all in the same column of the array (see the output graphs for column 8 of chip #8 in

Appendix B).  These MDACs all share the same input half of the current mirror that

generates their biasing currents; a defect in this common biasing current mirror is likely

to explain their common deviance.

Excepting these MDACs, there appears to be little correlation between the bit-

wise imperfections in the individual MDACs, though a thorough statistical analysis

would be necessary to fully qualify such a statement.  The six MDACs with maximum

outputs that lie above the main lobe in Figure 7-3 appear to have no such commonality in

their physical location.

MDAC-based Convolutions

The measured MDAC data has been used to form the core of a convolution

simulator.  After loading a single chip’s MDAC data into a 4-D look-up table (addressed

by row, column, 5-bit weight word, and 5-bit data word), each multiplication in a

convolution is simulated by retrieving the associated output measurement.  With the top

and bottom halves of the fabricated arrays biased differently, the largest set of measured
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MDAC responses with uniform statistics is only 8x16.  To simulate larger kernels, the

array data is effectively tiled within the lookup table, with the matrix flipped at each

boundary (for the same reason that flipping is done in circular convolutions: to minimize

artificial signal energy at the boundary).

Several types of MDAC-based convolutions were simulated:

• Unmodified kernel with unmodified image values

• MDAC array-specific best-fit kernel with unmodified image values

• Unmodified kernel with 1st order ESS binary quantized image values

• MDAC array-specific 1st order ESS kernel with 1st order ESS binary

quantized image values

These convolutions were performed for image resolutions from 1 to 5 bits and

with each of the three DOG band-pass filters detailed in chapter 4.  A limited number of

convolutions with MDAC array-specific 2nd order ESS kernels were performed as were a

limited number of oversampled convolutions.  The entire set of convolutions was

repeated using the measured data from a total of five of the fabricated MDAC Array ICs

(Appendix B).  Each of the chips has unique defects, with several of the MDACs

completely non-functional.

Kernel Variations

In the convolutions with the unmodified kernel, the ideal coefficients were

rounded to their nearest 5-bit value and then directly loaded into the appropriate weight

registers.  With perfect MDAC circuits and full-resolution images this would produce 5-
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bit accurate results, but the actual data instead contains a significant error component, ew

in Figure 1-2, and so convolutions with these unmodified kernel coefficients can be

expected to perform poorly.

In the convolutions with the MDAC array-specific best-fit kernel, each ideal

coefficient is compared to the associated MDAC’s available outputs, and the weight

value corresponding to the closest match is loaded into the weight register.  The intent

with this approach is to point-wise minimize ew, which should in turn improve

performance relative to the unmodified kernel convolutions.

In the convolutions with the MDAC array-specific 1st order (or 2nd order) ESS

kernel, the best-fit method is also used but with the additional step that the point-wise

error is propagated to the neighboring coefficients using the 1st order (or 2nd order) ESS

algorithm detailed in chapter 3.  This is intended to eliminate ew’s in-band portion of both

the binary quantization noise and the random error components.

Image Variations

In the convolutions with the unmodified image, the ideal sample values were

rounded to their nearest N-bit values, where N varied from 1 to 5, and then loaded

directly into the appropriate data registers.  Reductions in image resolution can be

expected to increase the binary quantization noise and in turn degrade the convolution

results.

In the convolutions with the 1st order ESS binary quantized image values, the

image’s binary quantization noise is shaped using the 1st order ESS algorithm detailed in
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chapter 3.  This reduces the in-band portion of ed’s binary quantization component

(Figure 1-2), eliminating the degradation in the convolution results expected from

decreased image resolution.

While the kernel coefficients are bound to a particular MDAC for the duration of

a convolution, the image sample values move from MDAC to MDAC as the kernel is

effectively swept over the image.  This greatly complicates efforts to best-fit or noise

shape the image samples to the MDAC array’s errors, and no attempt to do so was

performed in this research.  The random component of ed that is not affected by the noise

shaping of the image’s binary quantization noise, as well as em, will be subject to

reduction through oversampling.

Oversampling

Oversampling an image and kernel pair by a factor of x2 per dimension increases

the computational complexity by a factor of x16 (the number of image samples increase

by x4 and the number of kernel coefficients increase by x4).  The consequential

computational expense has necessitated limiting the number of oversampled

convolutions, so only those with promise or comparative value have been simulated; this

is especially so for the 20482 images.

Poor Zeros

Initial results were poor, with in-band NSR measurements typically flat at –20 dB

in all cases and no appreciable improvement with noise shaping or oversampling.  While
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the output images contained the expected edge-enhancement (black and while highlights

on opposite sides of the edge) and blurring associated with DOG filters, the background

level substantially deviated from the usual gray-like average; Figure 7-5.  This implied

that some random noise source that was not affected by the noise shaping and that did not

meet the statistical requirement for reduction through oversampling was setting the noise

floor (evidenced by the flat NSR curves) and that the kernel’s DC Energy was substantial

(evidenced by the poor background level).

A study of the various elements involved in the MDAC-based convolution

revealed that the MDAC’s were poorly representing coefficients with a value of zero.  In

particular, attempts by the ESS algorithms to select a coefficient of zero would result

instead in an appreciable injection of further error, so much so that the ESS algorithm

could never catch up.  Additionally, these poor-zero points in the kernel would add

image-dependent elements into the convolution’s summation.  In effect, the MDAC’s

poor-zero noise energy exceeds the DOG filter energy over a broad enough area that it

accumulates into becoming the predominate noise source; Figure 7-6, compare this to the

ideal coefficients plotted in Figure 4-1.

The implementation of such zero-valued kernel coefficients does not generally

occur, as their inclusion is a complete waste of resources, and no hard-coded digital filter

would normally ever contain such an element.  Their presence here is a vestige of this

architecture’s general-purpose nature, and other filter implementations wouldn’t

necessarily suffer to the same degree as the DOG (though the effect could be worse).
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Figure 7-5: MDAC-based unshaped convolution results: 3-bit unmodified 322 DOG

kernel and 3-bit unmodified 5122 image (Figure 4-5 is the desired ideal result)
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Figure 7-6: Poor-zero ESS DOG kernel. Chip #8

Each of the corner areas inadvertently contains significant noise energy.
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A simple corrective modification to the circuit is to include an additional weight

register bit or ‘0’ detection hardware that when active completely disables the pass-gate

transistors in the output node switch (in contrast to the present design in which one set of

the transistors are always on), insuring that any MDAC that should be off doesn’t leak

current into the summation.  Modifying the MDAC-based convolution simulator to

include this feature produces the 1st order ESS DOG kernel that is plotted in Figure 7-7;

of note here is that even the non-zero region of this kernel is substantially smoother than

that in the kernel of Figure 7-6.  An extension of this concept is to also insure that an

MDAC is similarly off when the data word is also ‘0’; the simulator was modified to

include this feature as well.

Figure 7-8 is the result of such a ‘true-zero’ convolution simulation using a 642

DOG filter that has been 1st order ESS fit to the recorded MDAC outputs and a 1-bit 1st

order ESS 10242 image.  For comparison, Figure 4-5 is the desired ideal result (floating

point kernel and 8-bit image).  The simulations discussed in the remainder of this section

incorporate this ‘true-zero’ feature.

Results

Tables 7-1 through 7-5 summarize the MDAC-based convolution results.  The

values listed are the total in-band SNR for a bandwidth of 1282; in all cases, the baseline

(i.e., ‘signal’) image was computed using floating point values for the kernel coefficients

and 8-bits for the image samples.
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Figure 7-7: ESS DOG kernel with true zeros.
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Figure 7-8: MDAC-based convolution result: 10242 1-bit 1st order ESS image convolved

with 642 MDAC array-specific 1st order ESS DOG (Figure 4-5 is the desired ideal result)
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With one clear and considerable exception, the benefit from noise shaping the

kernel and/or image is generally only minor using this metric under these conditions.

The exception is for the MDAC array-specific 1st order ESS kernels and 1-bit 1st order

ESS images, which across all chips and filter frequencies shows a substantial

improvement that increases with oversampling; along with their unshaped baseline

values, these particular results are highlighted with bold text in the tables.

It was expected that decreases in the image’s sample resolution would produce a

corresponding decrease in the convolution’s in-band SNR, but that is not revealed in

these figures, where no general trend in either direction is apparent.  Similarly, noise

shaping the images showed no appreciable advantage when using an unmodified kernel

(except for chip #20, which did well with the 1-bit images).

The best-fit kernels were expected to out-perform the unmodified kernels, but

there is no case when they did not instead do worse, often considerably.

In general, 1st order ESS of both the kernel and the image produced only minor

improvements over the unmodified kernel and unmodified image results, though chips

#14 and #20 did well at all bit resolutions.  The performance of the 1-bit ESS images with

the 1st order ESS kernel, however, is substantially better than at the other resolutions.  A

potential reason for this is that the 1-bit images contain a substantial number of ‘0’ valued

coefficients, probably somewhat more so than the other resolution images, which don’t

contribute to the random component of ed as much as do non-zero values.  Detracting

from this theory is that there is no improvement of the in-band SNR as the images’ bit

resolution decreases (and the number of ‘0’ valued coefficients rises), but instead only a
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substantial jump at the 1-bit level.  A more likely explanation for the superior results at

the level of 1-bit image resolution is that the levels used in the ESS feedback loop don’t

match those ultimately used in the MDAC array, creating another noise source (just as

with multilevel Σ∆ ADCs, which similarly perform poorly compared to their 1-bit

counterparts).

The 2nd order ESS kernels don’t perform as well as the 1st order, with their 1-bit

image convolutions possibly also benefiting from the increased proportion of zeros.

A further distinguishing characteristic of the 1-bit 1st order ESS images is that

additional in-band SNR improvement accompanies oversampling, which is not the case

for at least the 5-bit images.  The high-pass nature of the 1st order differential ESS is also

apparent in these 1-bit image results, where the lower the center of the DOG’s pass-band

(where the ESS image has better captured its information), the higher the resulting in-

band SNR.

Figure 7-9 is a representative NSR plot that compares the in-band noise of the

various low-center pass-band DOG and 1-bit image convolutions using chip #8’s data.  In

general, such plots for the other chips appear very similar, with the notable exception

being chip #20’s performance with the unmodified kernel and 1-bit 1st order ESS image.

A 15 dB improvement over the baseline occurs with noise shaping both image and

kernel, and a further 10 dB above that with additional oversampling.
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Table 7-1: Total in-band SNR of convolution results for MDAC data from chip #8

Nyquist Rate Kernel Size

5122 Image Image
Bits

642 322 162

5 23.96 24.02 21.95
4 22.86 24.95 22.16
3 22.21 23.93 22.58
2 23.71 16.76 19.89

Unmodified Kernel &
Unmodified Image

1 19.54 20.00 19.87
5 15.20 13.95 12.48
4 14.66 13.81 12.51
3 15.11 14.03 12.92
2 17.62 16.61 15.98

Best-Fit Kernel &
Unmodified Image

1 10.82 10.78 9.67
5 23.95 23.81 21.81
4 23.63 25.26 22.17
3 26.03 24.83 23.57
2 27.57 25.91 27.08

Unmodified Kernel &
1st Order ESS Image

1 20.94 26.45 21.00
5 25.05 24.62 21.30
4 26.28 25.42 21.51
3 25.14 23.88 20.85
2 27.00 25.43 20.00

1st Order ESS Kernel &
1st Order ESS Image

1 40.78 34.57 25.37
5 26.17 24.86 20.052nd Order ESS Kernel &

1st Order ESS Image 1 31.91 30.74 26.70

Oversampled Kernel Size

10242 Image Image
Bits

1282 642 322

Unmodified Kernel & 5 24.01 21.91 23.32
Unmodified Image 1 19.56 18.97 21.31

5 25.31 24.13 23.261st Order ESS Kernel &
1st Order ESS Image 1 51.56 46.24 37.63

20482 Image Image
Bits

2562 1282 642

1st Order ESS Kernel &
1st Order ESS Image 1 - 52.39 44.6
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Table 7-2: Total in-band SNR of convolution results for MDAC data from chip #14

Nyquist Rate Kernel Size

5122 Image Image
Bits

642 322 162

5 19.95 18.66 20.44
4 18.20 18.79 20.31
3 19.21 20.42 21.69
2 22.28 17.13 21.58

Unmodified Kernel &
Unmodified Image

1 17.50 16.16 18.18
5 14.15 12.69 11.46
4 13.96 12.01 11.08
3 14.49 13.09 12.31
2 16.17 13.84 13.68

Best-Fit Kernel &
Unmodified Image

1 9.87 8.63 7.44
5 19.91 18.69 20.40
4 18.61 18.64 20.40
3 21.49 20.35 22.78
2 22.36 21.86 24.04

Unmodified Kernel &
1st Order ESS Image

1 17.80 18.41 19.01
5 26.37 26.83 22.74
4 29.33 28.01 22.92
3 27.93 26.90 26.33
2 28.25 27.90 20.09

1st Order ESS Kernel &
1st Order ESS Image

1 36.02 31.18 25.50
5 2.15 2.05 2.542nd Order ESS Kernel &

1st Order ESS Image 1 25.52 28.58 23.80

Oversampled Kernel Size

10242 Image Image
Bits

1282 642 322

5 20.24 18.81 18.08Unmodified Kernel &
Unmodified Image 1 17.60 16.63 16.51

5 27.33 26.89 24.931st Order ESS Kernel &
1st Order ESS Image 1 42.32 38.62 32.40

20482 Image
Image
Bits 2562 1282 642

1st Order ESS Kernel &
1st Order ESS Image

1 - - 36.45
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Table 7-3: Total in-band SNR of convolution results for MDAC data from chip #15

Nyquist Rate Kernel Size

5122 Image Image
Bits

642 322 162

5 21.35 19.83 20.28
4 19.91 20.04 20.49
3 20.74 21.36 20.95
2 23.81 16.06 22.55

Unmodified Kernel &
Unmodified Image

1 18.13 16.52 17.98
5 14.14 12.96 12.14
4 14.09 12.63 11.96
3 15.01 13.73 12.86
2 16.54 13.94 15.99

Best-Fit Kernel &
Unmodified Image

1 10.18 8.90 8.35
5 21.30 19.71 20.21
4 18.32 19.91 1.89
3 23.39 21.88 22.42
2 26.37 24.55 24.74

Unmodified Kernel &
1st Order ESS Image

1 19.99 19.10 19.40
5 25.32 24.32 23.14
4 21.21 24.82 23.75
3 24.77 23.63 22.48
2 26.28 25.77 20.11

1st Order ESS Kernel &
1st Order ESS Image

1 39.71 36.50 24.16
5 5.03 1.87 2.462nd Order ESS Kernel &

1st Order ESS Image 1 22.09 26.99 26.77

Oversampled Kernel Size

10242 Image Image
Bits

1282 642 322

Unmodified Kernel & 5 22.05 20.30 19.40
Unmodified Image 1 18.48 17.31 17.10

1st Order ESS Kernel & 5 25.49 16.96 22.70
1st Order ESS Image 1 46.82 43.13 36.18
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Table 7-4: Total in-band SNR of convolution results for MDAC data from chip #20

Nyquist Rate Kernel Size

5122 Image Image
Bits

642 322 162

5 23.18 22.39 18.29
4 23.83 22.20 18.00
3 22.65 21.07 17.24
2 20.60 19.54 17.41

Unmodified Kernel &
Unmodified Image

1 19.19 21.10 17.60
5 19.57 18.18 15.87

4 19.88 18.00 15.63
3 19.90 17.31 15.75
2 19.59 18.71 16.59

Best-Fit Kernel &
Unmodified Image

1 15.29 16.36 13.70
5 23.28 22.44 18.47
4 23.89 22.61 18.02
3 22.96 21.60 17.70
2 21.66 21.41 15.82

Unmodified Kernel &
1st Order ESS Image

1 30.09 30.11 21.41
5 24.79 23.71 20.46
4 25.92 24.10 21.29
3 24.57 22.83 20.47
2 24.88 24.31 18.78

1st Order ESS Kernel &
1st Order ESS Image

1 39.66 35.19 22.98
5 5.06 2.06 2.702nd Order ESS Kernel &

1st Order ESS Image 1 26.69 35.90 24.77

Oversampled Kernel Size

10242 Image Image
Bits

1282 642 322

Unmodified Kernel & 5 23.51 22.23 20.93
Unmodified Image 1 19.55 20.87 21.89

1st Order ESS Kernel & 5 24.89 23.72 21.92
1st Order ESS Image 1 48.77 41.95 37.30
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Table 7-5: Total in-band SNR of convolution results for MDAC data from chip #21

Nyquist Rate Kernel Size

5122 Image Image
Bits

642 322 162

5 15.85 14.63 16.09
4 16.71 15.28 16.36
3 18.59 16.23 17.52
2 18.35 22.65 22.69

Unmodified Kernel &
Unmodified Image

1 14.24 13.43 14.77
5 12.84 13.02 11.95
4 12.37 12.44 11.59
3 12.87 12.95 12.20
2 16.21 14.17 17.18

Best-Fit Kernel &
Unmodified Image

1 8.89 7.68 6.46
5 15.79 14.71 16.17
4 16.70 15.45 16.46
3 17.11 16.64 18.44
2 15.47 15.44 19.84

Unmodified Kernel &
1st Order ESS Image

1 16.01 14.61 14.64
5 25.33 24.48 21.22
4 25.80 23.83 20.74
3 25.32 23.88 20.45
2 23.48 23.32 17.88

1st Order ESS Kernel &
1st Order ESS Image

1 41.88 33.27 24.92
5 2.18 2.26 2.712nd Order ESS Kernel &

1st Order ESS Image 1 32.22 37.48 25.88

Oversampled Kernel Size

10242 Image Image
Bits

1282 642 322

Unmodified Kernel & 5 15.88 14.07 14.44
Unmodified Image 1 14.28 13.44 13.27

1st Order ESS Kernel & 5 25.46 24.20 22.57
1st Order ESS Image 1 46.98 45.06 34.33
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Figure 7-9: Total in-band noise for selected MDAC-based convolutions, chip #8

Curves from top to bottom: (a) Best-fit 5-bit kernel & unmodified 5-bit image,

(b) Unmodified 5-bit kernel & 1-bit 1st order ESS image,

(c) Unmodified 5-bit kernel & unmodified 5-bit image,

(d) MDAC array-specific 1st order ESS kernel & 1st order ESS 1-bit image,

(e) Oversampled MDAC array-specific 1st order ESS kernel & 1st order ESS 1-bit image.

322 DOG and 5122 image for (a)-(d), 642 DOG and 10242 image for (e).
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Summary

The random distribution of the MDACs’ per bit and collective maximum outputs

were shown to follow a Gaussian-like pattern, supporting the assumption that ed and ew in

the analog convolution spatial noise model of Figure 1-2 contain random Gaussian noise.

The low-quality zero’s output by the MDACs substantially degraded the convolution

results from the initial version of the convolution simulator, which was consequently

modified to disconnect MDACs from the summing node when either of their inputs was

zero.  Subsequent results reflect a clear improvement in in-band SNR, particularly when

both the input image is 1st order ESS encoded at 1-bit/sample and the kernel is ESS fit to

the specific MDAC array.  This SNR improvement increases with oversampling.
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CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUSION

Future Directions

Numerous potential refinements and extensions expand from this research; a few

possibilities are listed here.

Hardware

Construction of the pipelined convolution processor diagramed in Figure 5-2

could provide a test-bed for the current-mode summation, the output node modification

discussed in chapter 7, and provide an indication of real time processing speeds.  Further

exploration of improved ESS algorithms could motivate additional architectural

improvements.  One such potential design improvement would be to provide a post-

manufacture mechanism for re-mapping data values on a per MDAC basis, which could

diminish the random element of ed.  Additionally, a more compact MDAC that only uses

1-bit data registers could be constructed to further examine the 1-bit advantage found in

the results found here.

Another hardware project could be to extend Fowler’s [24] and Yang’s [25] 1-D

Σ∆ ADC per pixel APS CMOS imager designs to 3-D (both spatial and temporal) with

suitable 3-D ESS algorithms.
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Theory

In chapter 4, the test of 1-D versions of the ESS algorithms revealed that the bulk

of the 2nd order algorithm’s benefit could be gained with just a 1-D ESS filter (Figure 3-

13).  Resource limited implementations, such as attempts to incorporate the kernel noise

shaping on-chip, could be simplified if this effect carries over to more desirable high

order algorithms.  Also, the underlying mechanism behind this behavior could disclose

why the actual SNR improvements of chapter 3 were near half their theoretical values.

Since kernel coefficients can be off by a substantial amount and the convolution

still perform acceptably, it may be that there are mechanisms other than ESS that can be

used to find such coefficient sets.  In particular, no evidence exists for the presence of

feedback paths in the mammalian retina that could support ESS as it is used here, but it

may be that a much looser feedback mechanism (i.e., branching from a distal signal such

as the convolution output, or beyond) could work as effectively.

With a convolution being a special case of the more general neuron function,

y = f(∑wixi + θ),

where θ is zero and f(x) is just f(x) = x, it may be that ESS and oversampling could be

profitably utilized in the implementation of  neural networks with noisy components.
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Closing Comments

While ESS and oversampling have been demonstrated to successfully displace the

spatial noise inherent in analog CMOS VLSI computational arrays, numerous issues

remain to be settled preceding its development into a mature methodology.

The ESS algorithms used here are very crude and were selected primarily for their

ease of implementation and direct lineage from those in Σ∆ ADCs.  Substantially more

complex algorithms exist in the half-toning literature [33,34], and others could be

developed based on an analysis of the MDAC array’s noise characteristics (including

MDAC yield, etc).

The spectrum-based SNR metric used here might not appropriately recognize and

account for qualities in other filter types, requiring the development of sufficiently proper

metrics (e.g., wavelets).

Also, it remains to be verified in hardware that a current-mode addition can be

performed subsequent to the array multiplication without disrupting the convolution’s

result.

An additional benefit observed to have been provided by this approach to

performing computations is that it is tolerant of fabrication defects that would otherwise

cause comparable digital circuits to catastrophically fail: circuits using ESS can be

tolerant of local errors, as their effects are dissipated along with the targeted errors from

device mismatch.  Several of the fabricated MDACs did not function at all, yet the arrays

containing them performed acceptably.
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APPENDIX A

SOURCE CODE

Representative versions of the C programs used in this research are contained in

this appendix:

Source Code Page

Image interpolator 119

Interpolates an image out to a higher sample rate

NSR Calculator 120

Calculates the in-band NSR of an image relative to a baseline image

2nd Order ESS 127

Noise shapes the input image using the 2nd order ESS algorithm in Figure 3-4

Kernel ESS and Convolution 129

MDAC array-specific noise shapes the kernel and convolves it with an image
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Image Interpolator

/* This program takes the 512x512x8 of Lenna and interpolates it out  to 1024^2 */

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>

char output_file[32];
unsigned char imagein[512][512],imageout[512][512];
unsigned char temp,temp1,bits,shift;
double expand,scaler,error,acc_r,acc_r2,acc_c[512],acc_c2[512],tempf,min,max;

main()
{

  FILE *io;

  int i,j,k,l;
  double d1,d2,d3,x,y,nrsq, pi, acc;

/* Read in the image sequence of the 512x512 image, input.image */
  if((io=fopen("lenna.512","rb"))==NULL){printf("input.image file error\n");exit(1);}
  fread(imagein[0],1,262144,io);
  fclose(io);
  puts("\nInput Image sequence read into memory\n");

  if((io=fopen("test.out","w"))==NULL){printf("test file error\n");exit(1);}

pi = 3.141592654;

/* Loop over the new locations */
for( i=0; i<1024; i++ ){

for( j=0; j<1024; j++ ){

acc = 0;
if( (floor((double)j/2)==(double)j/2) && (floor((double)i/2)==(double)i/2)){

acc = imagein[i/2][j/2];
}

else if(floor((double)i/2)==(double)i/2){
   for( k=0; k<512; k++ ){

acc = acc+imagein[i/2][k]*(sin(pi*(j-k*2)/2)/(pi*(j-k*2)/2));
   } /* k for */
}
else if(floor((double)j/2)==(double)j/2){
   for( k=0; k<512; k++ ){

acc = acc+imagein[k][j/2]*(sin(pi*(i-k*2)/2)/(pi*(i-k*2)/2));
   } /* k for */
}
else{

   for( k=0; k<512; k++ ){
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for( l=0; l<512; l++ ){
acc = acc+imagein[k][l]*(sin(pi*(j-l*2)/2)/(pi*(j-l*2)/2))*(sin(pi*(i-k*2)/2)/(pi*(i-

k*2)/2));
} /* l for */

   } /* k for */
} /* else */

} /* j for */
  printf("i=%d\n",i);
} /* i for */
fclose(io);

/* Write the output image sequence */
 puts("Writing output image...\n");

sprintf(output_file, "IntLenna.1024");

if( (io=fopen(output_file,"wb"))==NULL){
   puts("Output image file error\n");exit(1);}

fwrite(imageout[0],sizeof(char),1048576,io);
fclose(io);

} /* Main */

NSR Calculator

The FFT calculation is based on public domain code distributed by Don Cross.

/* This program takes the 2048^2x8 of argv[1] (the 'Signal') and FFT's it,
   and takes the 2048^2x8 of argv[2] (S+N) and FFTs it too,
   and then computes the curve of Noise Density Sum(N+1)-Sum(N)

usage: a.out signal_image.2048 noisy_image.2048

 */

/* #include <stdlib.h> */
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>

#include "fourier.h"
#include "ddcmath.h"

#define CHECKPOINTER(p)  CheckPointer(p,#p)
#define TRUE  1
#define FALSE 0

#define BITS_PER_WORD   (sizeof(unsigned) * 8)
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char output_file[32];
unsigned char imagein[2048][2048];
double Rin[2048], Iin[2048], dRtemp[2048][2048], dItemp[2048][2048];
double Rout[2048], Iout[2048];
double signalR[2048][2048],signalI[2048][2048],SNimageR[2048][2048],SNimageI[2048][2048];
double Num, Den, bufR, bufI, SNR, noise, noise_last;

int main( int argc, char *argv[])
{

  FILE *io, *output, *datafile;

  int i,j,k,l, imax, imin, jmax, jmin;
  double d1,d2,d3,x,y,nrsq, acc, max, min, min2, max2;

/* Read in the Signal image */
  if((io=fopen(argv[1],"rb"))==NULL){printf("input.image file error\n");exit(1);}
  fread(imagein[0],1,4194304,io);
  fclose(io);
  puts("Signal Image sequence read into memory");

/* First, do the rows... */
for ( i=0; i <2048; i++ ){
   for ( j=0; j <2048; j++ )
      Rin[j] = (double)imagein[i][j];

   fft_double( 2048, 0, Rin, NULL, Rout, Iout);

   for ( j=0; j <2048; j++ ){
      dRtemp[i][j] = Rout[j];
      dItemp[i][j] = Iout[j];
   }
}
  puts(" ... Rows completed ...");

/* .. then do the columns */
for ( i=0; i <2048; i++ ){
   for ( j=0; j <2048; j++ ){
      Rin[j] = dRtemp[j][i];
      Iin[j] = dItemp[j][i];
   }
   fft_double( 2048, 0, Rin, Iin, Rout, Iout);

   for ( j=0; j <2048; j++ ){
      dRtemp[j][i] = Rout[j];
      dItemp[j][i] = Iout[j];
   }
}
  puts(" ... Columns completed ...");

/* Move that result into the signal array */
for ( i=0; i <2048; i++ ){
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   for ( j=0; j <2048; j++ ){
signalR[i][j] = dRtemp[i][j];
signalI[i][j] = dItemp[i][j];

   } /* j for */
} /* i for */

/* Read in the Noisy image */
  if((io=fopen(argv[2],"rb"))==NULL){printf("input.image file error\n");exit(1);}
  fread(imagein[0],1,4194304,io);
  fclose(io);
  puts("Noisy Image sequence read into memory");

/* First, do the rows... */
for ( i=0; i <2048; i++ ){
   for ( j=0; j <2048; j++ )
      Rin[j] = (double)imagein[i][j];

   fft_double( 2048, 0, Rin, NULL, Rout, Iout);

   for ( j=0; j <2048; j++ ){
      dRtemp[i][j] = Rout[j];
      dItemp[i][j] = Iout[j];
   }
}
  puts(" ... Rows completed ...");

/* .. then do the columns */
for ( i=0; i <2048; i++ ){
   for ( j=0; j <2048; j++ ){
      Rin[j] = dRtemp[j][i];
      Iin[j] = dItemp[j][i];
   }
   fft_double( 2048, 0, Rin, Iin, Rout, Iout);

   for ( j=0; j <2048; j++ ){
      dRtemp[j][i] = Rout[j];
      dItemp[j][i] = Iout[j];
   }
}
  puts(" ... Columns completed ...");

/* Move that result into the signal array */
for ( i=0; i <2048; i++ ){
   for ( j=0; j <2048; j++ ){

SNimageR[i][j] = dRtemp[i][j];
SNimageI[i][j] = dItemp[i][j];

   } /* j for */
} /* i for */

/* Calculate the Numerator & Denominator Summations */
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printf("Signal Image:%s\tNoisy Image:%s\n", argv[1], argv[2]);
for ( k=0; k<4; k++){
Num=0; Den=0;
for ( i=0; i <(1 << (k+6)); i++ ){
   for ( j=0; j <(1 << (k+6)); j++ ){
      Num += signalR[i][j]*signalR[i][j]+signalI[i][j]*signalI[i][j];
      bufR = signalR[i][j]-SNimageR[i][j];
      bufI = signalI[i][j]-SNimageI[i][j];
      Den += bufR*bufR + bufI*bufI;
   } /* j for */
} /* i for */
printf("%4u - SNR: %.2f\n", 1 << (k+6), 10*log10(Num/Den) );
} /* k for */

/* Create a 3D plot of the data */

   if((output=fopen("NSR.data","w"))==NULL){
    printf("System error, can't open header file for writing\n");
    exit(1);
    } /* if, fopen */
   else
    printf("Writing NSR output file ...\n");
for ( k=0; k<1024; k++){
Num=0; Den=0;
for ( i=0; i <k; i++ )
   for ( j=0; j <k; j++ ){
      Num += signalR[i][j]*signalR[i][j]+signalI[i][j]*signalI[i][j];
      bufR = signalR[i][j]-SNimageR[i][j];
      bufI = signalI[i][j]-SNimageI[i][j];
      Den += bufR*bufR + bufI*bufI;
   } /* j for */
   noise = 10*log10(Den/Num);
   fprintf(output, "%4u\t%.2f\n", k, noise );
} /* k for */
fclose(output);

} /* Main */

static void CheckPointer ( void *p, char *name )
{
    if ( p == NULL )
    {
        fprintf ( stderr, "Error in fft_double():  %s == NULL\n", name );
        exit(1);
    }
}

void fft_double (
    unsigned  NumSamples,
    int       InverseTransform,
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    double   *RealIn,
    double   *ImagIn,
    double   *RealOut,
    double   *ImagOut )
{
    unsigned NumBits;    /* Number of bits needed to store indices */
    unsigned i, j, k, n;
    unsigned BlockSize, BlockEnd;

    double angle_numerator = -2.0 * DDC_PI;
    double tr, ti;     /* temp real, temp imaginary */

    if ( !IsPowerOfTwo(NumSamples) )
    {
        fprintf (
            stderr,
            "Error in fft():  NumSamples=%u is not power of two\n",
            NumSamples );

        exit(1);
    }

    if ( InverseTransform )
        angle_numerator = -angle_numerator;

    CHECKPOINTER ( RealIn );
    CHECKPOINTER ( RealOut );
    CHECKPOINTER ( ImagOut );

    NumBits = NumberOfBitsNeeded ( NumSamples );

    /*
    **   Do simultaneous data copy and bit-reversal ordering into outputs...
    */

    for ( i=0; i < NumSamples; i++ )
    {
        j = ReverseBits ( i, NumBits );
        RealOut[j] = RealIn[i];
        ImagOut[j] = (ImagIn == NULL) ? 0.0 : ImagIn[i];
    }

    /*
    **   Do the FFT itself...
    */

    BlockEnd = 1;
    for ( BlockSize = 2; BlockSize <= NumSamples; BlockSize <<= 1 )
    {
        double delta_angle = angle_numerator / (double)BlockSize;
        double sm2 = sin ( -2 * delta_angle );
        double sm1 = sin ( -delta_angle );
        double cm2 = cos ( -2 * delta_angle );
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        double cm1 = cos ( -delta_angle );
        double w = 2 * cm1;
        double ar[3], ai[3];
        double temp;

        for ( i=0; i < NumSamples; i += BlockSize )
        {
            ar[2] = cm2;
            ar[1] = cm1;

            ai[2] = sm2;
            ai[1] = sm1;

            for ( j=i, n=0; n < BlockEnd; j++, n++ )
            {
                ar[0] = w*ar[1] - ar[2];
                ar[2] = ar[1];
                ar[1] = ar[0];

                ai[0] = w*ai[1] - ai[2];
                ai[2] = ai[1];
                ai[1] = ai[0];

                k = j + BlockEnd;
                tr = ar[0]*RealOut[k] - ai[0]*ImagOut[k];
                ti = ar[0]*ImagOut[k] + ai[0]*RealOut[k];

                RealOut[k] = RealOut[j] - tr;
                ImagOut[k] = ImagOut[j] - ti;

                RealOut[j] += tr;
                ImagOut[j] += ti;
            }
        }

        BlockEnd = BlockSize;
    }

    /*
    **   Need to normalize if inverse transform...
    */

    if ( InverseTransform )
    {
        double denom = (double)NumSamples;

        for ( i=0; i < NumSamples; i++ )
        {
            RealOut[i] /= denom;
            ImagOut[i] /= denom;
        }
    }
}
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int IsPowerOfTwo ( unsigned x )
{
    if ( x < 2 )
        return FALSE;

    if ( x & (x-1) )        // Thanks to 'byang' for this cute trick!
        return FALSE;

    return TRUE;
}

unsigned NumberOfBitsNeeded ( unsigned PowerOfTwo )
{
    unsigned i;

    if ( PowerOfTwo < 2 )
    {
        fprintf (
            stderr,
            ">>> Error in fftmisc.c: argument %d to NumberOfBitsNeeded is too small.\n",
            PowerOfTwo );

        exit(1);
    }

    for ( i=0; ; i++ )
    {
        if ( PowerOfTwo & (1 << i) )
            return i;
    }
}

unsigned ReverseBits ( unsigned index, unsigned NumBits )
{
    unsigned i, rev;

    for ( i=rev=0; i < NumBits; i++ )
    {
        rev = (rev << 1) | (index & 1);
        index >>= 1;
    }

    return rev;
}

double Index_to_frequency ( unsigned NumSamples, unsigned Index )
{
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    if ( Index >= NumSamples )
        return 0.0;
    else if ( Index <= NumSamples/2 )
        return (double)Index / (double)NumSamples;

    return -(double)(NumSamples-Index) / (double)NumSamples;
}

2nd Order ESS

/* This program takes the 2048^2x8 of Lenna and produces the family of 7
   down to 1 bit length images using a 2nd order ESS
 */

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>

char output_file[32];
unsigned char imagein[2048][2048],imageout[2048][2048];
unsigned char temp,temp1,bits,shift;
double expand,scaler,error,acc_r,acc_r2,acc_c[2048],acc_c2[2048],tempf;

main()
{

  FILE *io;

  int i,j,k,l;

/* Read in the image sequence of the 2048x2048 image, input.image */
  if((io=fopen("lenna.2048","rb"))==NULL){printf("input.image file error\n");exit(1);}
  fread(imagein[0],1,4194304,io);
  fclose(io);
  puts("\nInput Image sequence read into memory\n");

/* Create the family of images: Loop through the bit lenghts */
for( bits=7; bits>0; bits-- ){

/* Clear buffers */
for( i=0; i<2048; i++ ){

   acc_c[i] = 0;
   acc_c2[i] = 0;

}

/* Set up Frame depth constants */
shift = 8 - bits;
scaler = ((float)((int)1 << bits)-1)/255;
expand = 0;
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for(i=0; i<bits; i++){
   expand = expand + (1 << (7-i));
}
expand = 255/(expand);

/* ESS the input image, and write it out in ascii */
  for( i=0; i<2048; i++ ){
     acc_r = 0; acc_r2 = 0;
       for( j=0; j<2048; j++ ){

/* Add in errors */
tempf = acc_r + acc_c[j] - acc_r2/2 - acc_c2[j]/2 + (float)imagein[i][j];

/* Quantize. Note that this produces much better results than floor */
temp1 = rint(scaler * tempf);
temp = temp1;
temp = temp << shift;

/* Check for Saturation and fill Dynamic Range  */
if(tempf > 255){ temp = 255; }
else if(tempf< 0){ temp = 0; }
else{ temp = (int)rint(expand * (float)temp); }

/* Measure Error */
imageout[i][j] = temp;
error = tempf - temp;

/* Save results for future pixels */
acc_r2 = acc_r;
acc_r =  error;
acc_c2[j] = acc_c[j];
acc_c[j] = error;

       } /* end j FOR */
  printf("i=%d\n",i);
  } /* end i FOR */

/* Write the output image sequence */
 puts("Writing output image...\n");

sprintf(output_file, "E2Lenna2K_%ub.2048", bits);

if( (io=fopen(output_file,"wb"))==NULL){
   puts("Output image file error\n");exit(1);}

fwrite(imageout[0],sizeof(char),4194304,io);
fclose(io);

} /* bits for*/
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} /* Main */

Kernel ESS and Convolution

/* Convolver: reads in an ASCII kernel of floats & binary image of chars,
   1st Order ESS shapes the kernel to fit the MDAC data
   zero's out both kernel and image MDACs with coefficent or data =0

  read in a complete set of measurement files (the 5th arg on the
  command line),
  specify type 1-4 file format (the 6th arg on the command line),

  gcc MDACconv.c -o mconv.out -lm

  usage: mconv.out size1 image1 size2 image2 basename type

  basename coresponds to the set of MDAC data files, e.g., "8da" or "40s"
  This program reads in two images and circularly convolves them around image2

   image1 should be full floating point array, which are ESS'd to match the
   MDAC data.

   image1 limited to <= 256, ASCII file of float
   image2 limited to <= 2048, binary file of unsigned char

   size1 must be divisible by 2

   image2 must contain N-bit binary, N <= 5

     size1 image1 size2 image2
            ASCII        binary
 */

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>

int main( int argc, char *argv[]){

  FILE *io, *datafile, *datafile2, *meas, *output;

  char temp[128], basename[32];
  float iout[8][16][32][32], trash;
  unsigned row,col,trip;

  unsigned char imagein[2048][2048], imageout[2048][2048], data, weight;
  float kernel[256][256], kernelout[256][256];
  double result[2048][2048],acc,min,max,kmax,Mmin,Mmax,Mavgmax,diff;

  char kerneloff[256][256], kernelsign[256][256];
  int i,j,k,l,m,n,o,p,match;
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  int size1, size2, flip, hsize1;
int imod, jmod;
char bufr[30];
int temp1,shift;
double expand,scaler,error,acc_r,acc_c[2048],tempf;

  size1 = atoi(argv[1]);
  size2 = atoi(argv[3]);

/* Read in the ASCII Kernel file */
  sprintf( bufr, "%s.%u", argv[2], size1);
  if((io=fopen(bufr,"r"))==NULL){
  printf("Input file error: %s\n", argv[2]);exit(1);}
/*  printf("Opening %s for reading ...\n", bufr); */

  acc = 0; kmax = 0;
  for( i=0; i<size1; i++){
     for( j=0; j<size1; j++){
        fscanf(io, "%f", &kernel[i][j]);

kernelout[i][j] = kernel[i][j];
/* acc += kernel[i][j]; */
        if(kmax < fabs(kernel[i][j])) kmax = fabs(kernel[i][j]);
     } /* j for */
  } /* i for */
  fclose(io);

/* Read in the binary image */
  sprintf( bufr, "%s.%u", argv[4], size2);
  if((io=fopen(bufr,"rb"))==NULL){
     printf("Input image file error %s\n", argv[4]);exit(1);}
  for( i=0; i<size2; i++ )
      fread(imagein[i],1,size2,io);
  fclose(io);

strcpy(basename, argv[5]);

/* Loop over the MDAC files in this set */
     for(row=0; row<8; row++){ /* MDAC row */
        for(col=0; col<16; col++){ /* MDAC col */

/* Assemble the basename tha will be looped over */
sprintf(temp, "%s%u%s%u.txt", basename, row, "b", col);

/* Read in the measurements file */
/* printf("Opening %s ...\n", temp); */

if((meas=fopen(temp,"r"))==NULL){
printf("input file error\n");exit(1);}

/* Determine the file type and read it in */

  /* A 32 row by 32 column file, retain original zero */
  if(atoi(argv[6]) == 1){
/*    printf("Type 1: 32x36 measurement file w/original zero\n"); */
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     for(i=0; i<32; i++){ /* file row, weight count */
     for(j=0; j<32; j++){ /* file column, data count */

     fscanf(meas, "%e", &iout[row][col][i][j]);
     }

/* turn on the below section for 32 row x 36 col */
/*      for(j=32; j<36; j++){

     fscanf(meas, "%e", &trash);
     } */

     }
     /* Test
     for(i=0; i<32; i++){

     for(j=0; j<32; j++){
     printf("R:%u, C:%u :%e", i, j, iout[row][col][i][j]);

     }
     printf("\n");

     }  */

  } /* type 1 */

  /* A 32 row by 36 column file, pull zero from trail */
     else if(atoi(argv[6]) == 2){
/*     printf("Type 2: 32x36 measurement file w/quiet zero\n"); */
     for(i=0; i<32; i++){ /* file row, weight count */

     for(j=0; j<32; j++){ /* file column, data count */
     fscanf(meas, "%e", &iout[row][col][i][j]);

     }
     fscanf(meas, "%e", &trash);
     fscanf(meas, "%e", &trash);
     fscanf(meas, "%e", &iout[row][col][i][0]);
     fscanf(meas, "%e", &trash);

     }
     /* Test
     for(i=0; i<32; i++){

     for(j=0; j<32; j++){
     printf("R:%u, C:%u :%e", i, j, iout[row][col][i][j]);

     }
     printf("\n");

     } */

  } /* type 2 */

  /* A 3 column x 36 row, 32 block file, read from the middle column;
   original zero */
  else if(atoi(argv[6]) == 3){
     /*printf("Type 3: 1152x3 measurement file w/original zero\n"); */
     for(i=0; i<32; i++){ /* file block, weight count */

     for(j=0; j<32; j++){ /* file row, data word */
     fscanf(meas, "%e", &trash);
     fscanf(meas, "%e", &iout[row][col][i][j]);
     fscanf(meas, "%e", &trash);

     }
     for(j=32; j<36; j++){ /* file row, trailing zeros */

     fscanf(meas, "%e", &trash);
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     fscanf(meas, "%e", &trash);
     fscanf(meas, "%e", &trash);

     }
     }
     /* Test
     for(i=0; i<32; i++){

     for(j=0; j<32; j++){
     printf("R:%u, C:%u :%e", i, j, iout[row][col][i][j]);

     }
     printf("\n");

     } */

  } /* type 3 */

  /* A 3 column x 36 row, 32 block file, read from the middle column;
   zero from trail */
  else if(atoi(argv[6]) == 4){
     /* printf("Type 4: 1152x3 measurement file w/quiet zero\n"); */
     for(i=0; i<32; i++){ /* file block, weight count */

     for(j=0; j<32; j++){ /* file row, data word */
     fscanf(meas, "%e", &trash);
     fscanf(meas, "%e", &iout[row][col][i][j]);
     fscanf(meas, "%e", &trash);

     }
     fscanf(meas, "%e", &trash);
     fscanf(meas, "%e", &trash);
     fscanf(meas, "%e", &trash);
     fscanf(meas, "%e", &trash);
     fscanf(meas, "%e", &trash);
     fscanf(meas, "%e", &trash);
     fscanf(meas, "%e", &trash);
     fscanf(meas, "%e", &iout[row][col][i][0]);
     fscanf(meas, "%e", &trash);
     fscanf(meas, "%e", &trash);
     fscanf(meas, "%e", &trash);
     fscanf(meas, "%e", &trash);

     }
     /* Test
     for(i=0; i<32; i++){

     for(j=0; j<32; j++){
     printf("R:%u, C:%u :%e", i, j, iout[row][col][i][j]);

     }
     printf("\n");

     } */

  } /* type 4 */

  else
  printf("NO MATCHING FILE TYPE!!\n");

  fclose(meas);

  } /* MDAC col */
} /* MDAC row */
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/*  At this point, the set of MDAC's measured data is in the array as iout[row][col][weight][data]
*/

/*  Reverse the data's polarity */
min = 1; max = -1; acc = 0;
     for(row=0; row<8; row++){
        for(col=0; col<16; col++){
           for(i=0; i<32; i++){
              for(j=0; j<32; j++){

iout[row][col][i][j]  = -10000000.0 * iout[row][col][i][j];
if(max < iout[row][col][i][j]) max = iout[row][col][i][j];
if(min > iout[row][col][i][j]) min = iout[row][col][i][j];

/* printf("R:%u,C:%u %u,%u: %f\n", row,col, i,j, iout[row][col][i][j]); */
      } /* j for */
   } /* i for */
acc += iout[row][col][31][31];
} /* col */

     } /* row */

Mavgmax = acc/128.0;
Mmax = max;
Mmin = min;

printf("MDAC data:  Min: %f, Max: %f\n", Mmin, Mmax);

/* The Kernel already fills the Dynamic range, do the same for the Mdata:
   scale the Mdata so the the average Max output = 255 */
     for(row=0; row<8; row++){
        for(col=0; col<16; col++){
           for(i=0; i<32; i++){
              for(j=0; j<32; j++){

iout[row][col][i][j]  = 255.0* iout[row][col][i][j]/Mavgmax;
      } /* j for */
   } /* i for */
} /* col */

     } /* row */

/* ESS the kernel */

/* Clear buffers */
for( i=0; i<size1; i++ ){

   acc_c[i] = 0;
}

/* ESS the input image, and write it out in ascii */
  for( k=0; k<size1; k++ ){

o = k;
while(o > 15) o -= 16;
if(o > 7) o = 15 - o;

        acc_r = 0;
        for( l=0; l<size1; l++ ){
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      p = l;
   while(p > 31) p -= 32;

           if(p > 15) p = 31 - p;

/* Add in errors */
tempf = acc_r/2 + acc_c[l]/2 + kernel[k][l];

/* Match to MDAC data and measure error */
    min = 1000.0;

            for( i=0; i<31; i++ ){
      diff = fabs(iout[o][p][i][31] - fabs(tempf));
      if(diff < min){

min = diff;
match = i;

      } /* if */
           } /* i for */

   if(tempf < 0)
      kernelsign[k][l] = 1;
   else
      kernelsign[k][l] = 0;
   kernel[k][l] = (float)match;

/* Turn off MDAC if results better */
if(min > fabs(tempf))
   kerneloff[k][l] = 0;
else
   kerneloff[k][l] = 1;

/* Measure Error */
   if(kerneloff[k][l] != 0){

if(kernelsign[k][l] != 0)
   error = tempf + iout[o][p][match][31];
else
   error = tempf - iout[o][p][match][31];

   } /* if */
   else
      error = tempf;

/* Save results for future pixels */
acc_r =  error;
acc_c[l] = error;

       } /* end l FOR */
  } /* end k FOR */

acc = 0;
/* Test Kernel Energy */
  for( k=0; k<size1; k++ ){

o = k;
while(o > 15) o -= 16;
if(o > 7) o = 15 - o;

        acc_r = 0;
        for( l=0; l<size1; l++ ){
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      p = l;
   while(p > 31) p -= 32;

           if(p > 15) p = 31 - p;
if(kerneloff[k][l] != 0){

   if(kernelsign[k][l] != 0){
acc -= iout[o][p][(int)fabs(kernel[k][l])][31];
}

   else {
acc += iout[o][p][(int)fabs(kernel[k][l])][31];
}

   } /* if */
} /* l for */

} /* k for */
printf("Kernel DC Energy: %f\n", acc);
/* 26K for 2048 */

/* Do the convolution; double result */
/* m and n are the indicies for the reflective flip of image2*/
/* o and p are the indicies for the reflective flip of the MDAC data */
/* flip, hsize1, imod, and jmod are calculations pulled out of the loop to trim its run time */
  min=100000.0; max=0.0;
  flip = 2 * size2 - 2;
  hsize1 = size1/2;
  for( i=0; i<size2; i++ ){
       imod = i - hsize1;
       for( j=0; j<size2; j++ ){

   jmod = j - hsize1;
   acc=0;
   for( k=0; k<size1; k++ ){
     m = k+imod;
     if (m<0) m = 0 - m;
     else if(m>=size2) m = flip - m;
     o = k;
     while(o > 15) o -= 16;

             if(o > 7) o = 15 - o;
     for( l=0; l<size1; l++ ){

n = l+jmod;
if (n<0) n = 0 - n;
else if(n>=size2) n = flip - n;
p = l;
while(p > 31) p -= 32;

        if(p > 15) p = 31 - p;
data = (int)rint(31.0*(float)imagein[m][n]/255.0);
weight = abs((int)rint(kernel[k][l]));

if((kerneloff[k][l] != 0) && (data != 0)){
if (kernelsign[k][l] != 0)

    acc-=iout[o][p][weight][data];
else

    acc+=iout[o][p][weight][data];
}

      } /* for l */
   } /* for k */
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       result[i][j]=acc;
       if(acc>max) max=acc;
       if(acc<min) min=acc;
       } /* end j FOR */
  } /* end i FOR */

printf("Min: %f\nMax:%f\n", min, max);

/* Scale and convert to int */
  for( i=0; i<size2; i++ ){
       for( j=0; j<size2; j++ ){

   imageout[i][j] = (int)rint(255.0 * (result[i][j] - min)/(max - min));
} /* for j */

   } /* for i */

/* Write out the result */
  sprintf(bufr, "CessMDAC_%s%uX%s.%u", argv[2], size1, argv[4], size2);
  if((io=fopen(bufr,"wb"))==NULL){
    printf("output.file file error\n");exit(1);}
  for( i=0; i<size2; i++){
     fwrite( imageout[i], sizeof(char), size2, io);
  } /* i for */
fclose(io);

} /* Main */
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APPENDIX B 
 
 
 

MDAC MEASUREMENTS 
 
 

The I-biased half of each of the five chips that provided the data used in this 

research contains 128 MDACs, and each MDAC has 1024 distinct configurations.  There 

are then 655,360 total recorded measurements for just these five half-chips.  To 

compactly present this data and provide a context for its comparison, it is presented here 

in arrays of constant-weight curve MDAC plots. 

The MDAC row numbers increase reading up the page and the column numbers 

increase reading to the right.  The vertical scale for the plots of chips #8, #14, and #20 is 

60µA, for chip #15 they are 50µA, and for chip #21 they are 40µA.  The horizontal axis 

of each plot spans from 0 to 31 and represents the contents of the Data register.  Each 

plotted line represents a constant Weight value, and the curves typically increase in slope 

as the Weight value increases from 0 to 31; the interpretation of exceptions is generally 

obvious (e.g., an MDAC plot containing a single flat line, such as chip #14 row 0 column 

0, indicates that this MDAC does not function). 
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Figure B-1: Chip #8, Rows 0-7, Columns 0-3; 0-60µA Vertical Scale Each 
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Figure B-2: Chip #8, Rows 0-7, Columns 4-7; 0-60µA Vertical Scale Each 
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Figure B-3: Chip #8, Rows 0-7, Columns 8-11; 0-60µA Vertical Scale Each 
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Figure B-4: Chip #8, Rows 0-7, Columns 12-15; 0-60µA Vertical Scale Each 
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Figure B-5: Chip #14, Rows 0-7, Columns 0-3; 0-60µA Vertical Scale Each 
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Figure B-6: Chip #14, Rows 0-7, Columns 4-7; 0-60µA Vertical Scale Each 
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Figure B-7: Chip #14, Rows 0-7, Columns 8-11; 0-60µA Vertical Scale Each 
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Figure B-8: Chip #14, Rows 0-7, Columns 12-15; 0-60µA Vertical Scale Each 
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Figure B-9: Chip #15, Rows 0-7, Columns 0-3; 0-50µA Vertical Scale Each 
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Figure B-10: Chip #15, Rows 0-7, Columns 4-7; 0-50µA Vertical Scale Each 
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Figure B-11: Chip #15, Rows 0-7, Columns 8-11; 0-50µA Vertical Scale Each 
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Figure B-12: Chip #15, Rows 0-7, Columns 12-15; 0-50µA Vertical Scale Each 
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Figure B-13: Chip #20, Rows 0-7, Columns 0-3; 0-60µA Vertical Scale Each 
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Figure B-14: Chip #20, Rows 0-7, Columns 4-7; 0-60µA Vertical Scale Each 
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Figure B-15: Chip #20, Rows 0-7, Columns 8-11; 0-60µA Vertical Scale Each 
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Figure B-16: Chip #20, Rows 0-7, Columns 12-15; 0-60µA Vertical Scale Each 
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Figure B-17: Chip #21, Rows 0-7, Columns 0-3; 0-40µA Vertical Scale Each 
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Figure B-18: Chip #21, Rows 0-7, Columns 4-7; 0-40µA Vertical Scale Each 
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Figure B-19: Chip #21, Rows 0-7, Columns 8-11; 0-40µA Vertical Scale Each 
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Figure B-20: Chip #21, Rows 0-7, Columns 12-15; 0-40µA Vertical Scale Each 
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